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FCC set to repeal net
neutrality rules
WASHINGTON – The US Federal
Communications Commission
(FCC) is planning to scrap net
neutrality rules put in place in
2015, which called for broadband
Internet to be regulated as a
public utility. Such a move, said
FCC chairman Ajit Pai, will ensure
that the Federal government stop
“micromanaging the Internet”.
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Time is ripe to adopt &
plan for broadcast IP

Sports fans not keen on
streaming service
CHICAGO – A recent survey from
US-based Phenix and research
firm YouGov found that the
majority of sports fans in the US
(63%) are reluctant to sign up or
re-subscribe to a live streaming
service for sports, citing reasons
such as the perceived lag to traditional broadcast.

2018 FIFA World Cup to
be shot in 4K/UHD
ZURICH – World football governing body FIFA has announced that
all 64 matches of the 2018 FIFA
World Cup in Russia will be shot in
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) + high dyna
mic range (HDR). Also available
to fans is the option of following
the matches in virtual reality (VR).

In Hong Kong at the SMPTE HK Section 23rd Anniversary Event, APB, in
collaboration with systems integrator Ideal Systems, inaugurated the IP
Seminar series entitled Professional Media over IP: Building a future-proof
media facility.

by josephine tan

HONG KONG/SINGAPORE –
2017 has been the year where the
broadcast industry has made a
deep dive into IP.
Over the course of the past
months, more IP solutions have

been implemented within media
facilities than the years before. For
instance, the BBC Wales’ new headquarters was the first BBC facility
in the UK to deploy IP across both
production and broadcast operations; and NEP Australia’s new IPenabled production hubs in Sydney

Following the successful seminar in Hong Kong on November 3, the IP
Seminar moved to Singapore on November 6 to cater to broadcasters and
media companies in the South-east Asian region keen to upskill their IP
knowledge.

and Melbourne were also designed
based on an IP core.
The ongoing transition to IP
has been further backed by several
media organisations, notably the
Society of Motion Pictures and
Televisions Engineers (SMPTE), with
the approval of the first standards

within SMPTE ST 2110.
The broadcast industry also
witnessed many IP interoperability
showcases, which gradually expanded in scale, across major trade
events in the year.
In Asia itself, visitor s to

88

Putting a CAP on content theft across Asia
HONG KONG – Consumer adoption of Internet content delivery platforms is presenting
a prime opportunity for content creators and
distributors to engage with previously unreachable audiences.
Unfortunately, this has also fostered an
expectation of “getting something for nothing”
among some consumers, lamented Neil Gane,

general manager, Coalition Against Piracy (CAP).
Driven by CASBAA, CAP brings together
leading video content creators and distributors
across Asia to join the global fight against content theft. “Our goal is to disrupt, diminish and
dismantle pirate enterprises across the region,”
Gane told APB.
He is also keen to highlight that while the

damage that content theft does to the creative
industries is not disputed, less understood is the
damage done to consumers themselves.
“Users’ appetite for free or cheap subscription rates for stolen content, blinkers them from
the very real risks of malware infection,” Gane
explained.
88
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Start planning for your
transition to IP today
For the broadcast industry, 2018 is shaping up
much as 2017 is ending — the need to study and
leverage emerging technologies that are changing
the face of broadcasting and how content is being consumed by the tech-savvy peoples around
the world.
Of these technologies, which one will have the
most impact on broadcasters in the new year? It is
critical that we take a good hard look at IP technology, where the approval of the first standards
within SMPTE ST 2110 has arguably lit the fuse for
an accelerated transition to IP in 2018.
Many broadcasters, including some in the
Asia-Pacific region, have begun to design their
media facilities around an IP core. Even those who
have not are expressing a keen interest to learn
how IP can provide them with the agility and flexibility to move their business forward.
Last month, APB and systems integrator Ideal
Systems welcomed a number of broadcasters in
Hong Kong and Singapore to a series of seminars
entitled Professional Media over IP: Building a
future-proof media facility, where they heard a
number of distinguished speakers share valuable
tips on how they can successfully plan their own
transitions to IP.
Of course, while SMPTE ST 2110 will go a
long way towards eliminating the issues of inter
operability and open standards in the transition
to IP, it has to be emphasised that the transition
to IP will be a gradual one.
As Michel Proulx, keynote speaker at the
seminars pointed out, IP entails higher system
complexity, so a gap in knowledge and skillsets
still need to be filled. And perhaps contrary to
some belief, transitioning to IP will incur higher
cost than maintaining current systems.
SDI, as a proven technology for many years,
will continue to be relevant for a number of years
to come. The continued prominence of 12G-SDI
at many key broadcast trade shows around the

world is perhaps a clear indication that hybrid IP/
SDI deployments will feature prominently in the
near term, as broadcasters plot their transition
paths to IP that best suits their individual needs.
However, it is arguable that only the most
myopic who will deny that the transition to IP
is inevitable. Proulx, a media consultant and exCTO of Miranda Technologies, emphasised that
converting to IP is not just about replacing SDI.
Instead, he identified two key transitions taking
place — replacing SDI infrastructure with IP, and
replacing dedicated hardware devices with software and virtualisation.
As software-based devices mature and become more common, the benefits of IP will become more evident, Proulx added. He also advised
broadcasters to take their time in transitioning to
IP, but the main caveat is this — start planning for
your transition to IP today.
And perhaps that is the main takeaway for
broadcasters in 2017. While the very real benefits
of IP have been well documented, it is perhaps
impractical to expect all broadcasters to make a
full and immediate transition to IP today — the
cost and complexity of doing so will simply be too
prohibitive at the moment.
But as much as Rome was not built in a day, it
is time for broadcasters to start embarking on the
road to IP — by developing a deep understanding
of the technology, the skillsets needed and how it
can help them to retain eyeballs when the Tokyo
Summer Olympics comes around in 2020.
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New Solutions from AJA for HDR,
Multi-Channel Recording, and Thunderbolt™ 3
Stay on the leading edge with this year’s IBC line up from the company that defines quality, reliability and support.

Powerful Tools for HDR

Ki Pro Ultra Plus

Io 4K Plus

AJA Extends Your HDR Creative Range

Introducing Ki Pro Ultra Plus v2.0

Realtime Conversions: FS-HDR with
Colorfront Engine™ converts between
Camera/HDR formats, such as SLog3 to PQ,
or SDR to HLG BT.2020.
Desktop I/O: KONA® 4 and Io® 4K Plus
for HDR 10 and HLG needs.
HDR Playback: Ki Pro® Ultra Plus for
HDR 10 and HLG.
Mini-Converters: Hi5-4K-Plus and HA5-4K for
HDR 10 display and analysis to and from HDMI.

The multi-channel HD and single
channel 4K 60p recorder from AJA
now supports HDR with HDR 10
and HLG playback support.

Professional Video I/O with
Thunderbolt 3 Performance

|

Find out more at www.aja.com

With up to 4-Channels of HD 60p
recording in ProRes® with rollover support,
single channel 4K 60p recording,
full HDMI 2.0 input and output,
up to 64-Channels of audio.

Io 4K Plus utilize the broad bandwidth
of Thunderbolt 3 in a mobile form factor for
a range of professional needs with support
for HDR, HFR, high resolution and deep
4:4:4 color support all the way up to true 4K.
Video can be transported across
12G/6G/3G or standard SDI and true
HDMI 2.0 in and out.
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Traditional broadcasters facing
major challenges today
by phan tien dung

The broadcast TV industry is seeing
dramatic change, as broadcasting transitions into IP and multi-platform TV. The
development and growth of digital video
services create new challenges and opportunities for video content providers.
In Vietnam, the original total budget
was already low for the broadcast field,
which is now being invaded by international companies such as YouTube
and Facebook. In the first half of last
year, many pay-TV channels’ ad revenue
dropped dramatically.
We are continuing to see the growth
of non-linear viewing, digital video consumption and over-the-top (OTT). However, making money from OTT in Vietnam
now is not easy. Only some OTT operators
can get a small fee from subscribers for
special programming like famous foreign
TV channels or new films. As more new
OTT service operators appear trying to
get more subscribers, offering
content free is their first choice.
In Vietnam, 20 years ago,
broadcast services were free
of charge because only the
government transmits TV channels. With viewers having only
started to be familiar with
pay-TV recently, the sudden
emergence of so many free services
means they do not want to pay again.
In the main cities such as Hanoi, Ho Chi
Minh City and Danang, the people can
watch about 50-100 free TV channels via
the digital terrestrial network (DVB-T/T2).
If the content on free channels does not
satisfy viewers, they can find free video
content on YouTube and Facebook.
Netflix entered the Vietnamese
market in January 2016, and has not
significantly effected a major impact on
the Vietnamese OTT market. Because the
Internet users in Vietnam are so familiar
with free services, they are not ready
to pay for any content. YouTube and
Facebook hold the biggest advantage
because they provide all services free,
and have been supporting 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) video for quite some time.

VTC is a national TV broadcaster in
Vietnam, offering 16 TV channels. The
station adopted a DVB-T digital terrestrial
network in 2001 and upgraded to DVBT2 in 2015. VTC is the first broadcaster
in Vietnam to transition to digital TV
and also offer channels on other platforms such as YouTube, Facebook and
DailyMotion. On June 21 this year, VTC
became the first broadcaster to deploy a
trial 4K/UHD channel — and it has made
a big change in Vietnam’s TV set market.
As the forecast for broadcast revenue remains relatively gloomy, VTC is
continuing to find ways to overcome all
these difficulties.
In the future, traditional TV channels
should be provided free of charge. We
have been taking this approach since
2011, when all our channels began to
be unencrypted on the DVB-T network.
Transmitting free channels means we do
not have to care about the set-top box or
end-user device, giving us the flexibility
to adopt new standards.
Many pay-TV operators take a long
time to prepare to launch 4K/UHD channel. VTC is the first to transmit a 4K/UHD
channel in Vietnam which has quickly
been accepted by viewers because of the
availability of the receiver device.
Some broadcasters are also trying to
make a gradual transition from SDI to
IP. Because VTC has 16 TV channels, it
will be costly to make the transition to
IP. Having said that, we do already have
IP-ready equipment for our headend and
transmission system, and we only need to
consider the production aspect.
Currently, we only use IP solutions for
playout channels while maintaining SDI
for production. For example, we have just
deployed a new 4K/UHD channel, which
is IP-based. Our own server playout, using
HEVC/H.265, can connect directly to the
multiplexer. The bandwith for uncompressed 4K/UHD is 12Gbps but it processes in only one server. Therefore, the
output bandwidth of the server is about
10Mbps and we still can use the existing
network system (a Gigabit network).
We are transmitting four kinds of
media on our DVB-T2 system: 4K/UHD

❝Traditional broadcasters
have to transform and re-brand
themselves as multi-platform
video businesses, while
adopting new technologies and
trends.❞
channel (HEVC/H.265 compression); HD
channels (MPEG-4); SD channels (MPEG4); and radio channels with pictures (lowbitrate MPEG-4).
Some broadcasters are afraid of expanding into OTT but how do you define
an OTT operator? Any traditional broadcaster can become an OTT operator — if
they adopt the mindset of a new entrant.
The traditional TV system used to be
very big and expensive, with SDI router,
control panel, intercom and SDI monitor,
among others. Today, systems should be
very compact and be multi-purpose.
Recently, VTC has focused more on
Facebook and our live programmes are
watched by many Facebook-ers. Even
though VTC is a government-owned TV
station, we offer content on Facebook
and YouTube to engage with young audiences through topics that resonate with
them. Via these channels, we want the
viewers to go back to their TV screens to
get higher quality content. These same
viewers can also see some Facebook
comments on the TV screen.
Today, VTC can compete with any OTT
service in Vietnam because we have both
the content and infrastructure. The most
difficult issue now is how to monetise this.
Therefore, we still earn revenue on our
traditional platforms and we believe we
will profit from our new platforms in three
or five years — it is about futureproofing
the business.
Thanks to OTT, we try to bring the
viewer back to TV, where the ad market
remains robust and powerful. In the
long run, this will go down but for now,
it is ensuring the survival of traditional
broadcasters.
We also transmit one free channel
(VTC10) in North America (Galaxy 19) and

one in Europe (Hotbird 13B). Therefore,
our channels are watched by almost all
households in Vietnam and Vietnamese
living abroad. In Vietnam, we are incorporating major TV manufacturers such as
Samsung, LG and Sony to have our app
installed on their smart TV sets before
they are shipped.
The broadcast market has changed,
and the traditional model for content
production, investment, distribution and
consumption will no longer be adequate.
Traditional broadcasters have to transform and re-brand themselves as multiplatform video businesses while adopting
new technologies and trends. Although
current TV revenue is still enough for us
to survive, we need to make the right
investments in order to safeguard our
future.
Phan Tien Dung is CTO of Vietnam Digital
Television (VTC), and is an APB panellist.

APB PANELLISTS

An illustration
of VTC’s
4K/UHD
playout
software
interface.
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The new ¸VENICE –
Channel playout excellence.
On air. 24/7.

What’s on Screen

The new ¸VENICE media server pushes limits even further and provides
a comprehensive solution for meeting your challenges in live, studio and
channel playout applications.

Founders’ Valley sees German entreprenuer Fridtjof Detzner take viewers on a tour of the Asian
startup scene.

n

Finding the next big thing in Founders’ Valley

KUALA LUMPUR – German broadcaster
Deutsche Welle (DS) has worked with entre
preneur Fridtjof Detzner to produce Founders’ Valley, which takes viewers on a tour of
the Asian startup scene.
Travelling to countries such as Malay
sia, Taiwan, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Singa

pore and India, Detzner meets with young
business founders looking for visionary
ideas as well as innovative and inspiring
solutions.
Asian viewers can watch Founders’ Valley on mioTV, Hypp TV, myTV Super, Airtel,
BigTV and Wow TV, to name but a few.

n

HOOQ Filmmakers
Guild to produce six
pilots across SE Asia

SINGAPORE – Video-on-demand (VoD)
service HOOQ has announced six titles for
pilot development from its inaugural HOOQ
Filmmakers Guild 2017.
The 2017 selections are Bhak (India),
Suay (Thailand), Haunt Me (Singapore),
How To Be A Good Girl (Singapore), Aliansi
(Indonesia) and Heaven and Hell (Indonesia).
Launched in June 2017, the HOOQ Film
makers Guild is an annual initiative designed
to seek out film talents in Asia who have
great ideas but lack the opportunity to turn
these ideas into reality
HOOQ has announced six titles for pilot
development from its inaugural HOOQ
Filmmakers Guild 2017.

The Talwars: Behind Closed Doors is HBO Asia’s first original documentary that examines a
double murder in India in 2008.

n

HBO Asia premieres first original documentary

SINGAPORE – HBO Asia is premiering its first original documentary, The Talwars: Behind
Closed Doors, a documentary that examines the double murder of a teenage girl and
her family’s household servant in Noida, India.
The documentary begins with Drs Rajesh and Nupur Talwar on the morning of 16
May 2008, discovering their daughter, Aarushi Talwar in her bed, bludgeoned and with
her throat cut. Their Nepali servant, Hemraj Banjade, is missing and believed to be the
culprit until his bloated and battered body is discovered on the apartment roof terrace.

❙ Reliability
The Rohde & Schwarz virtual storage access technology enables
uninterrupted broadcast operations with no single point of failure.
❙ Sustainability
The Rohde & Schwarz video I/O board enables ¸VENICE to support
hybrid SDI and IP workflows up to 4K/UHD.
❙ Scalability
¸VENICE can be scaled arbitrarily. No matter how many channels
or how much storage capacity or bandwidth you need.
❙ Versatility
¸VENICE can be used for ingest, transform and playout operations
throughout the entire production chain.
www.rohde-schwarz.com/ad/venice

Reliability
Sustainability
Scalability
Versatility
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Singapore delays
digital switchover
SINGAPORE – The Info-communications Media Development
Authority of Singapore (IMDA) has
announced a delay in the analogue
switch-off in the country.
Previously scheduled for this
year-end, analogue TV broadcast
will now continue until December
31 next year. This, said IMDA, will
allow more time for households to
switch over to digital TV (DTV). In
the interim, Singapore terrestrial
broadcaster Mediacorp will simulcast in both analogue and digital
formats until December 31 next
year, with full digital terrestrial TV
set to commence on 1 January
2019.
According to IMDA, about
three in four Singapore households are already receiving DTV
either over the air, or through their
pay-TV subscription. To facilitate
the switchover to DTV and ensure
that more Singaporeans receive
adequate assistance to switch
over to DTV, IMDA is studying enhancements to the DTV Assistance
Scheme (AS), and will announce
the enhancements early next year.
Under Singapore’s DTV AS,

households are provided with a free
digital set-top box (STB), indoor
antenna and installation.
To help viewers determine
whether they will be affected by
the analogue TV switch-off, all analogue TV channels will now auto
matically include an “Analogue”
channel logo on the top right-hand
corner of TV screens. Households
who see this channel logo will need
to switch over to DTV to continue
watching Mediacorp TV channels
from 1 January 2019.
Singapore’s switch to DTV is
supported by the DVB-T2 standard, and will also allow viewers
with Toggle Red Button-registered
HbbTV (Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV) sets to access Mediacorp
TV shows, Toggle Original Content
and catch-up TV. Toggle is an overthe-top (OTT) interactive service
offered by Mediacorp.
IMDA also added that Singapore’s switch to DTV frees up scarce
radio frequency spectrum, which
will be used to provide better quality and higher mobile broadband
speeds, ultimately improving enduser experience.

December 2017

CAP members unite to halt content piracy
1

8

“Hackers have been targeting
the piracy ecosystem’s click-happy
user base for some time, and CAP
will work with governments and
the industry to help users better
understand the inherent risks when
accessing pirated content.”
CAP’s current members include beIN Sports, CASBAA, The
Walt Disney Company, HBO Asia,
NBCUniversal, Premier League,
Turner Asia-Pacific, A&E Networks,
Astro, BBC Worldwide, Cignal,
Media Partners Asia, National
Basketb all Association, PCCW
Media, Sony Pictures Television
Networks Asia, True Visions, TV5MONDE, Viacom International
Media Networks and Fox Network
Group.
For many of these content providers, they have already begun to
roll out online content services for
consumers to access their content
digitally. However, piracy remains
a “very serious” problem, said
Joe Welch, 21st Century Fox’s
Asia-based public affairs exe
cutive and chairman of the board,
CASBAA.
He identified Asia-Pacific as
one of the regions suffering most
from piracy, and thus warmly welcomed the collaboration of CAP

CAP will work with governments
and the industry to help users
better understand the inherent
risks when accessing pirated
content, said Neil Gane, general
manager, Coalition Against Piracy
(CAP). Gane previously spent 12
years with the Motion Picture
Association of America (MPAA),
and was responsible for developing
and implementing content
protection and advocacy strategies
in 13 countries.

members to collectively reverse the
growth of piracy.
Asked to comment on how
piracy can be more effectively
combated in Asia-Pacific, Welch
answered: “Mainly, it is asking

‘intermediaries’ to be more responsive and responsible in working
with content creators to reduce
piracy on their platforms.
“Another remedy that is not
costly is ‘site blocking’ by ISPs after
a judge or administrative body has
determined the online location in
question is an egregious pirate
operation based overseas — so
otherwise outside the reach of
domestic law enforcement.”
While acknowledging that
Asia-Pacific is making strides in
these areas, he calls for more to be
done in some territories, where the
sense of urgency authorities pay to
piracy remains “underwhelming”.
Another key goal of CAP, Gane
added, is to cripple and eventually
eliminate illicit streaming device
(ISD) ecosystems across AsiaPacific. “There is a need to push
for enhanced legislation to allow
law enforcement agencies to seize
ISDs and disrupt the ISD ecosystem
at its source, as well as modernising
regulatory frameworks to specifically deal with ISDs.
“A final component is improved
intermediary engagement at the
point of sale, with the cooperation of technology companies, ecommerce platforms and financial
processors being a key element in
this process.”

IP seminars stress the need to design future-proof media facilities
1

8

BroadcastAsia2017 in April had
a hands-on experience of working on an all-IP ecosystem at the
Broadcast IP Inter-Op Lab and last
month, APB, in collaboration with
systems integrator Ideal Systems,
organised two seminars — one in
Hong Kong on November 3 and
the other in Singapore on November 6 — entitled Professional Media
over IP: Building a future-proof
media facility.
Headlining both seminars as
keynote speaker was Michel Proulx,
media technologist and former
CTO of Miranda Technologies,
who told APB: “The TV business is
changing very rapidly. We do not
know what the business will be like
in 10 years, or even five years from
now. Therefore, there’s a need for
broadcasters to design a media
facility that is agile.
“IP is about agility and futureproofing. The need to be agile will
come from business pressure and
the change in how TV is being
consumed.
“Broadcasters have to also
future-proof themselves for new
standards while preparing for 4K/
Ultra HD (UHD) and beyond.”
Proulx emphasised that IP is
beyond a replacement to SDI, and
has a bigger role to play in this
transition. “In our network centre,
the real reason we are interested in

IP is not IP — it is the virtualisation
of our media processing … IP is the
on-ramp to virtualised media processing,” he said, quoting Thomas
Edwards, vice-president, engineering and development, Fox Networks Engineering and Operations.
Proulx explained: “Moving from
SDI to IP is the first transition. The
second transition is moving from
hardware-based, fixed-function
solutions to software-based solutions, which will eventually lead to
virtualisation and the cloud.”
And instead of having purposebuilt hardware, he encouraged
broadcasters to invest in hardware
that will be compatible to work
with generic computing platforms
while urging operators to install
software-based solutions within
these systems wherever possible.
The approach of having generic
hardware he referred to is derived
from the concept of a “dematerialised facility” developed by the Joint
Task Force on Networked Media
(JT-NM).
A “dematerialised facility”, according to the JT-NM, is a broadcast facility operating on generic
IT equipment. The dematerialised
facility employs Internet technology, which allows the rapid scale-up
and scale-down of these facilities,
and has security integrated right
from the beginning.
For Singapore terrestrial broadcaster Mediacorp, its multimedia

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting
Union’ Dr Amal
Punchihewa:
“In Asia-Pacific,
broadcasters
have to start
planning and be
vigilant of the
happenings in
the broadcast sector in relation to IP
while pushing ahead in making the
transition happen.”

network has already adopted virtualisation, based on VMware and
Microsoft Hyper-V platforms, in its
various broadcast solutions.
Wang Yin, assistant vicepresident, broadcast engineering,
Mediacorp, who spoke at the APB
seminar in Singapore, shared that
the most significant benefit Mediacorp has reaped from the implementation of virtualisation technology is
thin provisioning. “Because when
we thin provision, we can share
the same physical hardware — and
slice certain computing power for a
small application. However, if it’s for
a larger application that requires
more resources, we can also dynamically assign more computing
power to support the big scale
application,” he explained.
The degree of IP implementation in the new Mediacorp Campus
is extended across four areas —
mainly IP control, media transfer
over IP, IP-based monitoring, and
contribution and distribution.

Control over IP particularly,
Wang continued, is already a
mature technology that has been
used by several broadcast stations
around the world.
He explained: “The benefits
we learnt by implementing this
technology in our new campus is
the ability to pool our resources.
“Instead of wiring the equipment for each individual, we can
now have a studio equipment
room, where we place all the
systems together. Depending on
which production control room
wants to engage with which particular equipment, we can simply
point it to that equipment.”
The transition to IP is inevitable,
declared Dr Amal Punchihewa, dir
ector, technology and innovation,
Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union
(ABU). Dr Amal, who attended the
APB seminar in Singapore, said:
“Like what Michel mentioned in his
presentation, it is crucial for broadcasters and the industry to be ready
for the use of IP in coming years.
“We’ve seen some good results
and work done in IP from individual
standard bodies like SMPTE, as
well as other broadcasting unions
such as the European Broadcasting
Union (EBU). And in Asia-Pacific,
broadcasters have to start planning
and be vigilant of the happenings
in the broadcast sector in relation
to IP while pushing ahead in making the transition happen.”

Another key issue which broadcasters have to bear in mind is the
need to train and arm broadcast
engineers with new IP skillsets, so
that when IP gradually becomes
more prevalent, these engineers will
be equipped with the right skillsets,
said Fintan Mc Kiernan, CEO of Ideal
Systems, South-east Asia.
“In the months ahead, more
research and development efforts
in the industry will take place on
the IP side,” Mc Kiernan said. “It’s
important for broadcasters to realise that their broadcast engineering
staff need to start upskilling in the
IT, IP and software spaces.
“Now is the time where there
is a need for more training and
upskilling, and there’s more work
that can be done in this space in
our region.”
Vincent Kwok, senior executive
engineering, broadcasting department, engineering division, TVB,
agreed with Mc Kiernan’s point on
upgrading broadcast engineers’
skills, concluding: “The next generation of broadcast engineers should
have stronger background in IT than
broadcast. However, in this transition to IP, these engineers also have
to be equipped with knowledge in
broadcast, especially in baseband.
“The knowledge in TV baseband
is important in IP, and the ability to
leverage baseband technology in
the migration to IP — I think it’s an
important stepping stone.”
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Long live the television (set)
In an era where mobile screens
are surpassing the amount of TV
screens each household might
have, Netflix affirms the role of
TV in homes, claiming that TV will
remain the enduring centrepiece
of the consumer’s entertainment
experience in a new digital world.
Chris Jaffe, vice-president of
product innovation at Netflix, told
APB: “TV has been in our lives
for 65 years, and the notion of
communal storytelling even goes
longer than that. In many ways,
TV has been the centrepiece of
consumers’ homes, and will continue to be.
“But now, with the advent of
technologies, TV can be enabled
even further — to be personalised,
immersive and interactive — with
Internet TV. For Netflix, this isn’t
anything new to us; we’re just
seeing more TV engagement in
Asia-Pacific as we realised that TV
still endures as the primary viewing device for consumers across
Asia-Pacific.”
According to Netflix, its subscribers across the region have
been using three to five different
Internet-connected devices for
their entertainment needs, completing their binges on everything
from mobile devices to smart TV
sets.
“Certainly, mobile viewing is
a very important part of viewing all around the world, and of
course, in Asia,” Jaffe continued.
“However, we think that there’s a
better way for us to think about
how consumers want to consume
stories. It’s not about viewing on
any particular device; it’s about
enabling consumers to engage
with those stories across any of the
devices that they have.”
However, as entertainment
shifts online, consumers are discovering that they have more control
over their viewing experiences, he
said. “What consumers are looking for today is choice, quality
and greater flexibility, and these
demands are driving new trends
that are shaping the future of entertainment.”
Envisioning TV of the future,
Jaffe pointed out that the most

TV entertainment is an escape
from everyday life, and has been
the centrepiece of many people’s
living rooms for decades. Due to the advancement of mobility,
stories can now be unfolded on consumers’ palms via mobile
screens. However, this does not signify that the big TV screen is
now irrelevant; instead, it is further enhanced with the ability
to connect to the Internet, bringing new possibilities to the
rectangular screens that consumers are familiar with. APB
prompts Chris Jaffe, vice-president of product innovation at
Netflix, on how the subscription video-on-demand (SVoD) service
is encouraging its subscribers to stay home, sign in and binge on
Netflix programming via their TV sets.

❝What
consumers are
looking for today
is choice, quality
and greater
flexibility, and
these demands
are driving
new trends that
are shaping
the future of
entertainment.❞
— Chris Jaffe,
Vice-President, Product
Innovation, Netflix
important aspect for operators is
meeting consumers’ expectations.
He elaborated: “Everyone in the
media and entertainment industry is really at the service of what
the consumer wants. Consumers
have high degree of expectations
around the quality of the stories,
the characters, and the accessibility
to these stories.
“As we look beyond, I think the
future of the media and entertainment industry is really about realising and supporting consumers’
needs.”

While it is clear that no single
device dominates the future of
entertainment, Jaffe stressed, it is
about contextual entertainment
where consumers are able to access their favourite shows on any
devices they want, in a way that
fits with where they are connecting from.
With the pivot towards contextual entertainment, Netflix
revealed that streaming on TV
devices has grown with 61% of
Netflix viewing hours in Asia-Pacific
being done through connected

TVs. Smart TVs lead the charge as
the most popular connected TV
device, Netflix added, followed
by media streaming devices such
as Apple TV, Roku or Chromecast,
and game consoles such as Xbox
and PlayStation, as well as set-top
boxes (STBs).
Particularly across Asia-Pacific,
Netflix pointed out that while the
majority of membership sign-ups
are initially through mobile devices
and laptops, consumers then move
on to discover the connected TV
experience. And within six months,

connected TVs become the primary
viewing device for 60% of subscribers. These subscribers, according to
Netflix, are also spending twice as
long watching on their connected
TVs as they do on their mobile
devices.
Jaffe added: “Netflix continues
to innovate on mobile with features
such as downloads while managing
bandwidth on devices. However,
we also want to share more of the
story around TV, because we’re
seeing more viewing on TV in Asia
much like we see in the rest of the
world, and this is an area of focused
innovation for us.
“It’s an area that we have seen
not only innovations from Netflix,
but also from device partners and
manufacturers, as well as consumer
expectations. Consumers want to
engage with these stories that they
are getting over Internet TV, and
they will also want to see them on
their devices.”
With the aim to drive audiovisual entertainment experiences
right into consumers’ homes,
Jaffe explained that Netflix has
incorporated technologies such as
4K/Ultra HD (UHD), high dynamic
range (HDR), 5.1 surround sound,
and Dolby Atmos, in some of its
titles. For instance, titles on Netflix
that support Dolby Atmos threedimensional sound include Okja,
BLAME!, Death Note, Wheelman,
and Marvel’s The Punisher.
He concluded: “Consumers
have always enjoyed watching TV,
and this won’t change anytime
soon. The beauty of connected
TVs is that they are able to exploit
the best part of the conventional
linear TV experience while leveraging all of the benefits of connected
technology.
“Netflix is a subscription business, and we need to ensure
consumers keep coming back to
us and to use our service every
day. Hence, our focus is to create
a great consumer experience that
consumers would want to use and
subscribe to. We want to be able
to provide great stories for them
to choose and consume, wherever
they are, and on whatever device
they desire.”
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IP takes centre stage in Asia
by josephine tan

HONG KONG / SINGAPORE –
With an aim to address broadcasters’ key concerns in making the
transition to IP, APB and systems
integrator Ideal Systems organised the Professional Media over
IP: Building a future-proof media
facility seminars in Hong Kong
last month on November 3, and in
Singapore on November 6.
Delivering the keynote speech
at both seminars was Michel Proulx,
media technologist and former
CTO of Miranda Technologies, who
pointed out four major drivers in
replacing SDI with IP — the need to
increase flexibility, to build a futureproof media facility and reduce
cabling and infrastructure, while
leveraging IT innovation and scale.
IP enables the pooling of resources, thus increasing flexibility
and agility, Proulx stressed. “Instead of having islands of routing
equipment, operators are able to
connect every single device to the
IP routing fabric to have a pool of
equipment that they can flexibly
reassign from one studio to another, or from one area to another.
This pooled resource model allows
operators to have more flexibility
because equipment can be shared
more easily.
“For instance, if resources were
more flexible, it can be scaled
up and scaled down as needed.
Furthermore, resources can be dynamically re-configured to perform
different functions when required.”
While the majority of broadcast
stations around the globe are
still delivering in HD, 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) and even 8K technologies have emerged, resulting in
consumers’ demands for higher
resolution content to enhance the
viewing experience. Therefore, it is
crucial for broadcasters to futureproof their media facilities, and
build a “long-lasting” facility that
will be able to cater and adapt to
broadcasters’ longer-term plans in
delivering beyond HD, he added.
More importantly, the implementation of IP enables broadcasters to leverage broadcast with
IT technologies. Proulx explained:
“The IT industry is moving very
quickly, and is driven by the development of data centres. These data
centres are huge, and have massive
networks containing terabytes of
flow. Data centres are good models
to drive the industry for the benefit
of broadcast. It’s a fast-moving
train; hitching a ride onto it is
beneficial for broadcasters.”
However, the move from SDI to
IP is merely the first transition, he
declared. “The second transition,
which is also a bigger transition
playing in this media landscape,
is moving from hardware-based,

fixed-function solutions to software-based solutions. The benefits
of moving to software is greater, as
it will eventually lead to virtualisation and the cloud.”
Instead of having purpose-built
hardware, he urged broadcasters
to invest in hardware that will be
compatible to work with generic
computing platforms while recom
mending operators to install software-based solutions within these
systems wherever possible.
Sharing his experience on a
project he has been working with
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC)/Radio-Canada, he
said: “The broadcaster is building a
new facility in Montreal that hosts
radio, TV and Web. The main driver
in building this new facility is agility
because the business in delivering
TV is changing rapidly — we do not
know what the business will be like
in 10 years, or even five years from
now. Hence, CBC decided to build
the new facility fully IP-based, and
we’re targeting to have as many
software-based components as
possible.”
In a media facility such as the
CBC’s, which will be fully IP- and
software-based, Proulx added that
the operator is able to scale operations accordingly to their needs.
For instance, the operator is able
to run several over-the-top (OTT)
channels, or launch channels for
a particular period of time during
a special event. “Combining IP
and software, broadcasters will be
able to have a facility that is more
agile and better equipped in man
aging the next wave of technology
change,” he said.
Despite the advancements IP
might bring forth, Proulx also revealed some of the reasons slowing
down the speed of transition in the
industry.

In his keynote speech, Michel Proulx pointed out four major drivers in
replacing SDI with IP — the need to increase flexibility, to build a futureproof media facility and reduce cabling and infrastructure, while leveraging IT
innovation and scale.

Firstly, the standards for IP
transportation are yet to be fully
ratified. Based on the current state
of the SMPTE ST 2110 specification,
only the SMPTE ST 2110-10, 211020 and 2110-30 — which are designed for system, uncompressed
active video and uncompressed
PCM (pulse-code modulation)
audio, respectively — have been
approved. Other standards within
the SMPTE ST 2110 specification — such as 2110-21 for video
packet spacing, 2110-31 for AES3
transport on IP, and 2110-40 for
ancillary data — are still in development.
The second factor, according to
Proulx, is higher system complexity. He elaborated: “The difference
between configuring a studio that
is based on SDI to another studio
that is designed based on IP, I’d
say it’s more complex on the IP
side. This is due to the degree of
maturity — IP is still young and
therefore more complex.”

And when it comes to cost, IP
is not less expensive today, Proulx
confessed. “The IP exercise is not
about saving money; it’s about
future-proofing and agility. The
need to be agile will come from
business pressure, and the change
in how TV is being consumed.
“For a big facility like the CBC,
it is not practical for us to build in
SDI, particularly if the broadcaster
would like to do 4K/UHD in the
future. Despite the truth that IP
is not cheaper today, will it get
cheaper with time? Yes, but it’s not
inexpensive today.”
The last factor hindering the
transition to IP is missing knowledge and skillsets among broadcast engineers, and broadcasters
need to solve this rapidly in order
to stay ahead in this transition, he
stressed.
“IP transition is inevitable. In
the long term, IP is the way forward, as the benefits are important
and as software-based devices be-

come more common,” said Proulx
in his closing remarks. “However, if
broadcasters could afford to wait,
I would recommend to wait for
a year or two as the technology
and solutions might not be fully
matured today.
“Having said that, the next
piece of advice is — wait to do a
big project, but start doing small
experimental projects such as a
sandbox or a studio. It is time to
start training and learning these
new technologies. Broadcast engineers and vendors support teams
— everyone needs to step on this
as quickly as possible.”
The seminar was followed by
presentations by Arista Networks,
Dejero and Embrionix, where the
companies shared some of their
customers’ success stories.
Representing Arista Networks
at the IP seminar in Hong Kong was
Raymond Lai, solutions architect,
who shared the company’s recent
collaboration with NEP Australia, a
provider of outsourced broadcast
production solutions.
As NEP Australia wanted to
create a multi-client, multi-user
yet centralised environment, Arista
Networks was tasked to installed
a core network infrastructure at
NEP’s new Andrews Hubs, which
connects 29 sports arenas to a “fully redundant, IP-based network”.
Four new all-IP 4K/UHD outside
broadcast (OB) trucks and seven
legacy SDI trucks, enhanced with
new IP layers, also complement
the two production hubs, which are
located in Sydney and Melbourne.
The infrastructure was designed and built based on SMPTE
ST 2022-6 and SMPTE ST 2022-7
standards, as SMPTE ST 2110 was
not certified yet at the point of
system design, said Lai. “However,
NEP Australia foresees that IP will
be the trend going forward, thus
they designed the infrastructure
with the capability to be upgraded
to SMPTE ST 2110.
“To support SMPTE ST 2110,
NEP Australia installed redundant

The Professional Media over IP: Building a future-proof media facility seminar was held in Hong Kong on November 3. The event was attended by broadcasters,
pay-TV operators and media service providers around the South-eastern China region, as well as key personnels from the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers (SMPTE)-HK Section.
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The Hong Kong seminar was held in conjunction with SMPTE-HK Section, and concluded with an anniversary dinner celebrating 23 years of the establishment of SMPTE-HK Section.

PTP (precision time protocol) GrandMaster
Clock to address the requirements of SMPTE
ST 2110 while ensuring that the infrastructure
is able to fulfil the current SMPTE 2022-7
standard, which includes the need to have a
redundant path to support seamless protection on the IP traffic paths.”
To support live sports events delivery in
4K/UHD and SMPTE ST 2110, NEP Australia
has also chosen to employ Arista Networks’
7500R platform. Designed for large virtualised and cloud networks, the Arista 7500R
series modular switches combine 100GbE
density with Internet scale table sizes, alongside the advanced EOS (extensible operating
system) software that features networking
monitoring, precision timing, VXLAN (virtual
extensible LAN) network virtualisation and
EVPN (Ethernet VPN).
Declaring the NEP Australia project as
one of the largest IP broadcast roll-outs to
date, Lai explained that the main reason
for NEP Australia to migrate from SDI to
IP was to implement NEP Cloud Production, a concept that houses all creative and
technical resources from NEP’s cloud-based
IP infrastructure. He said: “Traditionally,
broadcast equipment, such as image mixers
and camera base stations, have to be placed

at every location.
“NEP Cloud Production enables real-time
sharing of central resources pooling. Through
pooling of resources, NEP Australia will be
able to invest in higher-tier equipment, yet
housing them all in the hub. In this instance,
the company will also be able to provide
move services using a lower protocol of
ownership.”
NEP Australia’s technical and production
staff will also be able to work from anywhere,
despite being at different locations, on the
new network, added Lai, as NEP Cloud Production provides scalability and flexibility via
cloud- and service-based operation models.
Mark Moore, vice-president, international sales, Dejero, presented the case study
of The Runner, a reality series produced by
Pilgrim Media Group, a Lionsgate company.
In The Runner, “chase teams” and viewers
compete to find a runner who has 30 days
to make it across the US. Using social media,
viewers were able to interact and attempt
to solve clues that help their favourite “case
teams” — who are constantly in the pursuit
— go after more than a million dollars in
prize money.
Because The Runner’s game play and
audience engagement depended on cover-

The seminar in Singapore was joined by Mediacorp, where Wang shared an overview of IP
implementation in the new Mediacorp Campus

age of the action in real time, no one could
really know in advance where the action or
story would go, said Moore. “The Runner
took place over 30 days with three episodes
aired live per day. The key challenge was to
being able to move quickly in getting the
content back to the studio for editing, and
provide live feeds from constantly changing
locations.
“It’s very similar to broadcasters’ requirements for newsgathering or breaking news
where journalists are always following the
stories on the go. Thus, news crews and

operators have to be very mobile and agile
when managing the connectivity to the
networks available in the field.”
To quickly move content from different
locations back to Pilgrim Media Group’s Los
Angeles studios for editing, the production
team used a total of nine Dejero EnGo mobile transmitters to encode and transmit all
live and recorded videos to the studio. All
footages captured in the field were passed to
the media management team that processed
all footages via the EnGo to the Dejero
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Broadcast Server, which is installed
in the Los Angeles studio, to receive
incoming feeds. “For The Runner,
the production team transmitted
all the feeds in IP through the entire
workflow,” he added.
The production team also
utilised the Dejero Control cloudbased management system for
asset tracking and content routing.
Using Dejero Control, users are
able to geo-locate and remotely
control the transmitters, configure
broadcast and cloud servers, view
performance data, preview lowlatency feeds, and route live or
recorded content to playout and
online delivery workflows.
Moore commented: “The idea
of The Runner came from Matt
Damon and Ben Affleck 17 years
ago, but it took until 2016 for the
technology to become available
to make the multi-platform idea
work for a mainstream, global
entertainment audience. The Runner demonstrates that there has
been a lot of maturity in IP when it
comes to acquisition, playout and
distribution.
“Today, broadcasters are catering to all generations who not only
watch programmes on linear TV
but online as well, and vendors do
have different solutions to support
broadcasters’ needs for multiplatform delivery.
“In the future, as the broadcast
facility becomes more cloud-based
with a pool of resources, the whole
infrastructure will become more
efficient. In the long term, when
broadcasters integrate all these
systems today, and where IP is in
the core facility, is what will make
it much more efficient.”
Par ticularly in the Singapore seminar, Ideal Systems livestreamed the event to Facebook
Live and YouTube Live using
Dejero’s EnGo transmitters. Fintan
Mc Kiernan, CEO of Ideal Systems,
South-east Asia, commented: “In
the Singapore seminar, we not just
talked about the technology but
we’re actually using the technology in this instance. The Singapore

Here's what the
attendees say about
the IP seminars ...

❝We’ve been studying IP
technology and SDI over
IP for quite some time.
The seminar, through
Michel’s keynote and
case study presentations,
has provided us with a
better understanding on
the overall IP network
architecture.❞
From left: Fintan Mc Kiernan, CEO of Ideal Systems, South-east Asia; Mark Moore, vice-president, international sales,
Dejero; Wang Yin, assistant vice-president, broadcast engineering, Mediacorp; Michel Proulx, media technologist and
former CTO of Miranda Technologies; YJ Huang, systems engineering manager, Asia-Pacific, Arista Networks; Denis Pare,
vice-president of sales, Embrionix; and Shawn Liew, managing editor of APB.

seminar was live-streamed to
Facebook Live and YouTube Live
to allow people from anywhere in
the world to view while the event
was on. The response was great
as we saw many people joining us
virtually as well.”
For Embrionix, the company’s
solutions were deployed by Brazilian broadcaster Globosat during
the 2016 Rio Olympics. Denis Pare,
vice-president of sales, Embrionix,
said: “Globosat’s goal was to monitor all the signals within the facility
during the Olympics, and they decided to build an IP infrastructure
to cover the sports event. They
went on to install several IP multi
viewers, which were designed
based on the SMPTE ST 2022-6
standard. However, several of their
feeds in the facility were still in SDI,
and these feeds were not possible
to fit into IP switches.”
In order to bring all SDI signals into IP, Globosat chose to
employ Embrionix’s emSFP (small
form-factor pluggable) gateway
and emVIEW 2022-6 to cover the
2016 Rio Olympics. The emSFPGATEWAY ST2022 gateway module
is designed based on an SFP formfactor, and can be integrated in
other broadcast equipment to provide a bridge between SDI and IP.
The emSFP-GATEWAY can

The winner of the Apple Watch lucky draw, Lim Hwa Meng (right), lead,
outside multimedia production, Mediacorp, receiving his Apple Watch from
YJ Huang, systems engineering manager, Asia-Pacific, Arista Networks.

also be installed directly inside IP
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
switches, thus allowing the COTS
equipment to integrate sources
with IP or SDI formats. “By leveraging IP networks for the distribution
of signals, users are able to use
top-of-rack switches to gather
the signals from the equipment.
Coupled with high-bandwidth
connectivity within the network,
the SDI signals are then available
to all the IP multiviewers,” Pare said.
Claiming that emSFP is a processing device that provides more
than gateway functionalities, Pare
added that the device could also
be used for monitoring 4K/UHD.
He explained: “Monitoring 4K/UHD
requires a lot of bandwidth for the
multiviewers. Using an SFP like
the emSFP enables broadcasters
to reduce the bandwidth directly
at source.
“For instance, an SFP is capable
of supporting two 4K/UHD signals
at 12G, and down-convert it to
720p, thus allowing broadcasters to reduce the bandwidth by
80%. Other processes that can
be done via the SFP includes the
conversion from standard dyna
mic range (SDR) to high dynamic
range (HDR), as well as conversion
between SMPTE ST 2022-6 and
SMPTE ST 2110.”
The Singapore seminar was
joined by Singapore terrestrial
broadcast Mediacorp, which recently completed its move to the
new Mediacorp Campus where
transmission started earlier this
year.
Wang Yin, assistant vice-president, broadcast engineering,
Mediacorp, said: “Back in the old
facility, we had corporate IT and
broadcast IT all running under the
same network, and we encountered issues with connectivity and
packet loss. Hence, when moving
to Mediacorp Campus, we took the
opportunity to redesign the whole
broadcast infrastructure.”
In the new facility, Mediacorp

isolates traffic flows by deploying a three-zone concept, which
divides the broadcast infrastructure into three different networks
— untrusted, semi-trusted and
broadcast. For instance, incoming
traffic from contribution, radio and
external social media content will
undergo security filtering before
reaching the protected broadcast
network.
Wang also shared that the
implementation of IP in the Media
corp Campus is extended across
four areas — mainly IP control,
media transfer over IP, IP-based
monitoring, and contribution and
distribution. Control over IP, which
is a mature technology that has
been used by several broadcast
stations globally, has particularly
enabled Mediacorp to pool its
resources, he added.
In managing all these networks,
Mediacorp developed a broadcast
infrastructure monitoring (BIM)
ecosystem, as it is crucial to have a
network monitoring system in place
to be kept informed of the status
of each system. Wang explained:
“What we’re trying to do is to
monitor the hardware and software
services, and generate reports for
the whole broadcast facility. It’s important to service impact analysis in
the event of a system failure, which
has a possibility of impacting other
services. Hence, with a monitoring
system in place, we will be able to
analyse how critical this issue is, as
well as the potential consequences
of this failing service.”
Declaring the IP seminars a
success, Ideal System’s Mc Kiernan
concluded: “The seminars highlight
that IP is the key topic in the industry, and this is a valuable seminar
that has provided important, upto-date information on the subject
matter, which is migration from SDI
to IP, and use instances. Technology
is changing very quickly so gaining
the latest information is important
for staff and engineers making
decisions in this space.”

— Kevin Chu,
Assistant Vice-President,
Broadcasting Engineering,
Now TV, PCCW Media

❝Consumers’ viewing
habits are changing and
content providers have
to innovate with new
approaches. Traditional
broadcast technologies
may shift to being more
IP- or Web-based;
therefore, the seminar
has provided good
content with clear details
about all the information
on IP broadcast
technologies.❞

— Terence Wong,
Chairman, SMPTE-HK Section
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Empowering media companies to embrace IP
❝I think it’s a very good session because it covers the

❝We’re still in a transitional stage

technologies down to case studies. One of the key things about
embracing IP is uncompressed video over IP. The seminar
highlighted the readiness of the technology, particularly on
latency and synchronisation. At StarHub, after we embraced IP,
it actually gave us flexibility and agility in embracing newer
technologies, as well as getting us ready for 4K/UHD.❞
— Ong Bee Lian, Vice-President, Interactive TV & Media, StarHub

❝The seminar provided valuable information, especially on the
topic of SDI over IP, as well as delivering updated information
about the current IP technology. It’s a good opportunity for people
from both broadcast and IT industries, to understand how the
broadcast industry is gradually transiting to IT-based systems. Even
as SDI has existed for a very long time, it’s important to understand
the evolution of what is coming next in the broadcast industry.❞

for IP. It’s an entire paradigm shift in
terms of technologies, workflows and
operations. Michel correctly pointed
out that although the technology
is not fully matured at this point
of time for media companies who
would want to do a large scale project, it is important
for operators to start on smaller scale projects, so as
to learn and familiarise themselves with these new
technologies.❞
— Pradeep Lad, Director – Broadcast Engineering, Broadcast Technical
Operations, Hong Kong and South-east Asia, Fox Networks Group

❝The keynote by Michel highlighted

— Vincent Kwok, Senior Executive Engineer, Broadcasting Department, Engineering Division, TVB

❝The key takeaway is knowing that there’re some levels of
stability in IP, and if we have to start moving to IP now or later.
We have some ideas on that, but we have to be more prudent in
looking through all the products, testing them, before we decide
the next step forward.❞

the importance for broadcasters and
the industry to get ready for the use of
IP in the coming years. The transition
to IP is inevitable; Asia-Pacific
broadcasters have to start planning
and be vigilant of the happenings
in the broadcast sector in relation to IP while pushing
ahead in making the transition happen.❞
— Dr Amal Punchihewa, Director, Technology and Innovation, Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union (ABU)

— Barry Fong, Assistant Vice-President, IPTV & Network Solutions, Broadcast Platform,
Product & Technology Division, Astro

❝Michel shared a lot in the areas of

❝It’s good to know that the players in the industry are

network switching technologies, and
provided in-depth opinions. It will
definitely benefit us, as well as other
broadcasters, who has a plan in migrating
from digital, or baseband, into IP.❞

changing. For instance, the legacy products that we have been
using are now becoming more IP-based. It’s also good that
they shared the frankness of the challenges and improvements
these new technologies may make, especially from the
successful customers’ case studies from the companies.❞

— Wang Yin, Assistant Vice-President, Broadcast Engineering, Mediacorp

White Paper @ www.apb-news.com
Android TV vs AOSP – implications on total
cost of ownership and content security
v

Over the past decade, the Android operating system has become one of the most
widely used platforms across different
consumer devices. While Android has seen
wide success on smartphones and tablets, its
growth is not limited to those platforms. Five
key drivers that attract pay-TV providers
to Android set-top box (STB) propositions
are giving subscribers access to apps and
services, increasing end-user engagement,
exploring new monetisation avenues, reducing the time to market for new STBs, and
decreasing churn by keeping subscribers on
HDMI1 TV input which is controlled by the operator device.
This paper will explore the pros and cons of Android in the context
of STB development projects for pay-TV operators. Furthermore, the
paper will look at the difference in effort and complexity for Android
TV and AOSP (Android Open Source Project) based on compliance
with CDD (compatibility definition document), providing insight into
the commercial impact of each variant for an operator, and the overall
benefits versus trade-offs.

— Johann Fong, Audio/Video Production, Engineer, SPH Radio
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This year’s Inter BEE
highlights key
technologies impacting
the broadcast industry
by shawn liew

Koji Yuzawa, senior manager, global business department, sales management
division, Hitachi Kokusai Electric, highlighting how the company is inspiring
4K/UHD and 8K production with its solutions.

John Dale, CEO and president of Media Links: While broadcasters retain a
sense of conservatism, the past six months have seen a marked increase in the
interest in IP.

TOKYO – As Japan continues an
eagerly anticipated countdown to
the Tokyo 2020 Olympics, it was
perhaps inevitable that the 38,083
visitors to Inter BEE 2017 were
drawn to the various displays of 8K.
Adding to the allure was Japanese public broadcaster NHK’s
announcement that it will begin
8K transmission by the end of next
year, leading up to the Tokyo Olympics, which will be broadcast in 8K.
Away from 8K, however, Inter
BEE 2017 also allowed the 643
exhibitors from 33 countries to
highlight their latest developments
covering a range of technologies.
With Japan having started
digital transmission in 2013,
many broadcasters are now going
through an equipment renewal cycle, said Hitachi Kokusai. Currently
enjoying about 60%-70% of the
microwave links market in Japan,
Hitachi Kokusai is working with
the Japanese government on a 8K
bidirectional microwave link for the
2020 Tokyo Olympics. The company’s SK-UHD 8060B 8K camera
will also be used by the NHK station
for the 2020 Olympics, along with
custom-made transmitters Hitachi
Kokusai designed for NHK.
Another key business development area for Hitachi Kokusai is

A total of 38,083 visitors scoured the halls of the Makuhari Messe convention centre in Tokyo during Inter BEE 2017,
where more than 600 local and overseas exhibitors highlighted their latest product developments.

the outside broadcast (OB) and
DSNG van sector. Having built OB
vehicles from scratch for the likes
of Thailand’s Channel 5 and South
Korea’s MBC, Hitachi Kokusai offers
customers the OB-BOX, a fully featured modular OB facility, which is
delivered to the customer and then
mounted onto a vehicle’s chassis
using a proprietary fixing kit.
At the NTT Group booth, the
company displayed a number
of key prototypes, including a
real-time 4K/UHD 120p + high
dynamic range (HDR) HEVC/H.265
encoder. Calling it the “world’s first”
4K/UHD 120p + HDR enhanced
HEVC/H.265 encoder, NTT said the
encoder, with four units in parallel,
can realise high-quality 4K/UHD
120p + HDR encoding.
NTT also highlighted a 4K
XAVC to HEVC (HDR 10) real-time
file converter, a 4K/UHD ingest
encoder, which supports the HDR
10 format for 4K/UHD and 8K
distribution, and will be available
next March.
Another key NTT showcase is
the viaPlatz 4K/8K software platform, which provides high-speed
IP video recording and playback for
up to 8K60p uncompressed signals.
Looking to provide a ‘wise’
head in an IP and Internet of Things
(IoT) world, NEC highlighted its
total IP studio solution, and demonstrated its media over IP and
integrated playout capabilities.
The company also focused on
NEC the WISE, a new brand encompassing a line-up of artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. According
to NEC, its AI technologies are already being utilised for a variety of
solutions, including an immigration
control system equipped with facial
recognition technology. Broadly
categorised under the categories of
visualisation, analysis and control/
guidance, NEC the WISE will also
provide critical content protection
as broadcasters transition to IP, said
the company.
While many broadcasters remain conservative when it comes
to taking the leap to new technologies, the past six months have
seen a marked increase in the
interest in IP, observed John Dale,
CEO and president of Media Links.

Looking to transform the future
of IP transport, the company is
offering its IPVR solution, which
combines the Media Links MDX
4090 IP video switcher and router,
the MD 8600 video gateway and
low latency media converter, as
well as PCS control software, to
create a network infrastructure for
compressed and uncompressed
broadcast IP content delivery.
Media Links also demonstrated
how its new MDP 3020 IP Media
Gateway processes media information by sending and receiving
uncompressed SDI video signals
over IP networks, with support
for SMPTE 2022-2/6/7 and TR-01
standards.
In Japan, there is an increasing demand for robotic camera
systems, said Shotoku Broadcast
Systems, who highlighted the integration of the TI-12 height drive
with its TP200 studio pedestal.
Designed for studio operations,
the TP200 pedestal is equipped
with air-balance technology to
provide ease of control of the
camera height across the range
of travel. The pedestal can also be
paired with the TI-12 height drive,
which allows camera operators to
remotely control the height of the
pedestal via the Shotoku control
system, such as TR-XT or TR-HP.
To enhance the operation of
remote camera control systems,
Shotoku released the TR-XT touch
control system, which is able
to connect all Shotoku robotic
camera systems via an Ethernet
network connection, and is also
compatible with third-party devices either by serial video capture
inputs, or via Shotoku’s Digiport
protocol converters.
At the Soliton booth, the company invited visitors to check out
what it calls the “world’s smallest”
mobile HEVC/H.265 encoder.
Named Zao-S, the encoder enables
full HD live video mobile transmission of live events via 3G and 4G
networks from remote locations.
According to Soliton, the fluctuating availability of 3G or 4G
cellular networks makes it hard
for traditional systems to maintain
reliable HD quality of live streaming content. Combining Soliton’s
proprietary RASCOW algorithm
with HEVC/H.265, Zao-S provides
“high reliability” and minimal
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latency, which is typically half a
second but can be as low as 240ms.
Zao-S is also equipped with an
internal battery that supports up
to one hour of operation, while an
external battery further supports to
three hours of operation.
Roland’s key show attractions
are the new V-60HD and XS-62S
video switchers, which will be available this January.
Designed to meet the requirements of live event production and
streaming, the V-60HD includes
SDI inputs for camera sources
and scaled HDMI inputs for data,
computer, tablet and other video
sources. It audio features include
multi-channel embedded audio,
XLR and RCA analogue inputs,
de-embedded audio from digital
SDI or HDMI sources, as well as a
variety of video connections.
Offering the same features as
the V-60HD but available in a 1RU
rack mount, the XS-62S is a compact six-channel video switcher
with audio mixer and pan-tilt-zoom
(PTZ) camera control capabilities
for both permanent installs and
on-site events.
Leader displayed the LV5333
3G/HD/SD-SDI waveform monitor, which is now equipped with
measurement facilities for BT.2020
colour space and Full Range Video.
According to Leader, Full Range
Video has, until recently, been the
preserve of digital cinematographers. High-end editing and grading systems have the capability of
switching between Legal Range,
as used for TV production and Full
Range. With the addition of Full
Range Video support, the LV5333
is now ideal for TV and cinema
production, said Leader.
The LV5333 is also now high
dynamic range (HDR)-agnostic.
Available as an option, Leader’s
CINEZONE real-time false colour
display has been enhanced to support false colour display of HDR
images, including the PQ, HLG and
Slog-3 standards.
One company out to answer the
audio requirements of broadcasters
is Tascam, the professional audio
division of TEAC Corporation.
A particular product the company was keen to highlight was the
DA-6400, a 64-track recorder that
records to an internal SSD drive
caddy for live and event recording. Professional I/O options such
as MADI and Dante, said Tascam,
make the DA-6400 ideal for live
recording, event capture or as a
backup for critical DAW (digital
audio workstation) sessions.
The DA-6400 records 64 tracks
at 48kHz/24-bit or 32 tracks at
96kHz/24-bit, while SMPTE timecode, world clock, RS-422, parallel and Ethernet connections are
included on its rear panel.
JVC was particularly keen to
welcome Indian visitors to its
booth, as the company displayed
the GY-HM190AG 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) camcorder.
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Daisuke Hidaka, manager, mobile broadcasting division, Soliton showing off
the “world’s smallest” mobile HEVC/H.265 encoder.

Yori Kato, regional sales manager, Asia, broadcast sales division, Shotoku
Broadcast Systems, welcoming visitors to check out the company’s range of
robotic camera systems.

Takahiro Kamo (left), digital marketing section, marketing headquarters, TEAC
Corporation, and Erisa Sato, music industry section, planning department,
TASCAM sales supervisory department, audio products division, TEAC
Corporation, ready to explain to visitors how the company can meet the audio
requirements of broadcasters.

Released in October this year,
the GY-HM190AG is currently only
available in India, and is a fullfeatured 4K/UHD camcorder with
professional audio connectivity. Its
detachable handle contains two
XLR audio inputs, with each mic/
line switcheable with phantom
power. The GY-HM190AG is also
equipped with two SDHC/SDXC
slots that allow users to record
hours of 4K/UHD (3840x2160)
content or 4:2:2 HD signals at up
to 50Mbps.
While predominately targeted
at India’s wedding and event
photog rapher market, JVC also
encourages broadcasters and
filmmakers to try out the GYHM190AG.
Taking pride of place at the
Ikegami booth is the HDK-97A,

the top-of-the-line in the company’s 16-bit full digital 3G HDTV
companion camera system. The
HDK-97A supports 3G/HD-SDI
1080p (59.94/50Hz) wide-band
video processing as a standard feature. Both its single- and dual-link
outputs are available in connection
with CCU-970 and BS-97 camera
control units and base stations, and
the camera is also able to support
HDR workflows.
Sitting alongside the HDK-97A
is the HDK-73, which employs 2.6
mega pixel 2/3-inch CMOS image
sensors, each capable of capturing full HD 1920x1080 resolution
images. The HDK-73 also offers a
wide dynamic range of more than
600%, and provides sensitivity of
F12 (60Hz)/F13 (50Hz).
The Panasonic booth repre-

Kevin Hee (left), regional sales manager, optical devices business division,
Fujifilm Asia-Pacific, and Takao Imasato, senior expert, CS Group, optical
device and electronic imaging products division, Fujifilm Corporation,
highlighting how the company’s wide range of lenses can allow broadcasters
and videographers to shoot the most pristine images.

sented a hive of activity, as the
company showcased its latest developments spanning 8K, 4K/UHD,
HDR, 360-degree capture and IP,
among others.
One particular display that
caught the eye, however, was
the new AU-EVA1 camera, which
Panasonic is positioning between
its Lumix GH5 4K/UHD mirrorless
camera and the high-end VariCam
LT 4K/UHD cinema camera.
Supporting both HDR and
standard dynamic range (SDR)
w o r k f l o w s , t h e AU - E VA 1 i s
equipped with a Super 35 sensor that captures 5.7K resolution.
The AU-EVA1 delivers 14 stops
of dynamic range, enabling fine
gradation in exposure from bright
to dark image areas. It also features
dual-native ISO sensitivity, a tech-

nology Panasonic first introduced
in its flagship VariCam line-up.
And to allow broadcasters and
videographers to shoot the most
pristine images, Fujifilm displayed
a wide range of lenses, including
the UA24x7.8” portable zoom lens.
First introduced at IBC 2017,
Fujifilm calls the UA24x7.8” the
world’s smallest (total length about
220.5mm) and lightest (about
1.98kg) broadcast lens supporting
4K/UHD.
The addition of this product expands Fujifilm’s 4K/UHD broadcast
lens line-up to eight models in total, and also includes the UA27x6.5”,
a 27x zoom lens ideal for in-studio
applications for news and variety
shows. In Asia, the UA27x6.5” already counts Hong Kong’s TVB as
one of its current users.
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IP and software
tools provide
game-changing
benefits

Shotoku Broadcast
Systems hires new
sales manager
Clive Mumby has joined Shotoku Broadcast
Systems as the company’s sales manager.
In his new role, Mumby will be responsible
for worldwide sales for Shotoku’s robotics
product lines. Prior to joining Shotoku, he
was regional sales manager at RT Software,
and had also held the post of director of
business development for the UK, Ireland
and South Africa at Orad Hi-Tec Systems,
which is now part of Avid. Commenting on
his appointment, Mumby said: “Shotoku
already has a very strong team in place, and
I am looking forward to building on these
foundations as we expand our existing
markets, and introduce new customers to
Shotoku’s products.”

Paul Kriegler joins
Telos Alliance’s Omnia
The Telos Alliance has appointed Paul
Kriegler as US sales manager, radio
processing, Omnia. Kriegler has more than
25 years of broadcast management and
programming experience. Prior to joining
Omnia, he served as operations manager at
Lotus Radio Corporation in Reno, Nevada,
USA. Welcoming Kriegler to the Telos
Alliance team, Marty Sacks, vice-president
of sales, support and marketing for Telos
Alliance, said: “Like most Telos Alliance
employees, Paul comes from a broadcasting
background, so that passion is in his DNA.
Paul has been an advocate of Omnia at all
of his stations, and we are happy he is on
board.”

Next Month @ Creation
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The contrast between traditional news delivery a decade ago and today is the
emergence of social media platforms, which are becoming consumers’ first
point of contact when it comes to breaking news. Josephine Tan discovers
how IP and software-based solutions are able to streamline newsroom
workflows more efficiently, in order for media companies to adapt to the
demand of multi-platform news delivery.

T

he change in video consumption habits
over the past decade has been nothing
less than revolutionary. Especially when
demand for more content, in more places,
on the viewer’s schedule continues to
grow, social media and live video streaming platforms have emerged into the
media landscape to create and satisfy this
demand, says Will Waters, senior director
of IP workflow strategy, NewTek.
And when it comes to news, Waters
tells APB, these social media platforms
foster a “digital community” that is interconnected in generation and consumption of content.
He elaborates: “These factors bring
news very close to the viewers, placing
them directly into the viewing community.
“The high cost of producing a TV
news programme the traditional way led
a trend of less locally produced news.
Thus, I think we’ll see the demand for
more locally produced news being met by
utilising interconnected sources, as well
as efficiencies brought forth by emerging
IP-based production.”
Calling IP the “native language” of
software, Waters suggests that this combination is able to deliver benefits for media
companies by enhancing connectivity and
sharing of videos between devices.
For instance, he points out using IP
technology may result in a reduction
in the need for cabling and conversion
devices, thus lowering production costs.
Additionally, operators will be able to
move and connect cameras from distant
places while incorporating separate live
streams into the programme in real time
over IP.
Waters explains: “Whether it is bringing in remote guests from far away, connecting content from remote locations,

❝One of
the trends
we’re
seeing
in the
industry
is the
desire to
leverage Web- and
social media-based
live production with
broadcast production.
This includes 3D graphics
and branding, switching
between multiple cameras
and sources, and rolling
in clips from various
sources.❞
— Straker Coniglio,
Vice-President,
Media Asset Management,
Vizrt
engaging with contributors via social
media, or delivering to video streaming
platforms that the viewers prefer, IP is
making all this happen.
“Moreover, software tools are playing
a major role in allowing new workflows
to develop. It can be easily upgraded
as new technologies become available,
so systems can adapt without the cost
of full and total replacement. Through
software-driven, IP-based production,
media companies will be able to keep up
with the pace of change of technology.”

Viz One is Vizrt’s media asset management
platform that supports several applications,
from a single store to large enterprise systems
managing news, archive, sports, programmes,
promos and online workflows.

In an attempt to bring live production
over IP into the newsroom environment, NewTek collaborated with Vizrt
to integrate the latter’s Viz Mosart studio
automation system with NewTek’s live
production systems.
Designed to combine several production elements, such as video, graphics and
sound, into a single interface, Viz Mosart
enables the creation automation templates, alongside the ability to have one
newsroom script to be aired anywhere,
from any studio.
Particularly in breaking-news situations, Viz Mosart allows operators to
make live changes on the fly using the
system’s functionalities and rundown
modification tools, thus simplifying
operations to enable users to focus on
content creation.
Andrew Cross, president and CTO
of NewTek, adds that the combination of
the Viz Mosart automation system with
NewTek’s solutions for live production
addresses the demands being placed on
media companies today, which is to deliver the latest news and live sports fast and
accurately to multiple audiences across
many screens, including social media.
Viz Mosart features a user-configurable interface, and is equipped with the
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ability to store and recall interface
configuration settings. Story elements such as cameras, clips and
graphics can be assigned to buttons
to allow ease of access.
Commenting on the emergence of IP technology, Straker
Coniglio, vice-president, media
asset management, Vizrt, says: “We
support IP production workflows
with our graphics and automation
products, and our media asset
management (MAM) platforms
have always been designed as IPbased solutions. But for us, IP is
just another transport layer, as we
are always focused on enhancing
the overall workflow efficiencies.”
Vizrt has also developed its
Viz One and Viz Story solutions
to provide journalists with a single
tool, giving them the ability to publish their stories via a single user
interface. Viz Story allows media
producers to create video stories
with 3D graphics, and distribute
to online social media platforms.
Designed as a Web interface, Viz
Story allows users to edit a story,
adjust video and graphics to cater
to different aspect ratios for
Facebook and other online targets.
As for Viz One, it is a MAM
platform that supports several applications, from a single clip store
managing videos and stills for
playout, to large enterprise systems

running over several servers that
manages news, archive, sports,
programmes, promos and online
workflows.
Coniglio continues: “We are
in an ‘Everything on Demand’
era where there is an expectation
of the consumer that all content
should be available on all platforms, on-demand.
“One of the trends we are seeing in the industry is the desire to
leverage Web- and social mediabased live production with broadcast production. This includes 3D
graphics and branding, switching
between multiple cameras and
sources, and rolling in clips from
various sources.”
To provide media companies
with the ability to execute live
programmes in a single solution,
Vizrt developed Viz Opus, an
automated control room solution
that is designed for multi-channel
and multi-platform news delivery.
Viz Opus is integrated with Viz
Engine for video and graphics
playout, alongside Vizrt’s auto
mation system and an audio
mixer, to enable newscast automation, video switching, graphics
and video playout.
Another company that has
been supporting media companies’ production workflows is
Primestream. Vice Media, a digital

push content to where consumers
spend the most time — social media and various online platforms.
Often, we’re seeing these same
platforms becoming sources for
breaking news.
“The next step is to ensure that
operations can easily pull content
from sources such as Facebook
Live or various IP streams, and
easily create highlights and
Robert Lisman, director of marketing,
annotations, re-edit, add to a
Primestream, says that the concept of
rundown,
publish to a website,
virtualisation can be applied across many
and re-broadcast.”
parts of a broadcaster’s solution to improve
redundancy and simplify operations.
To fulfil Vice Media’s needs,
Primestream designed and
media and broadcasting company, implemented a media managehas installed Primestream’s solu- ment solution based on its Xchange
tions to manage its workflows, platform that enables Vice Media
from programme preparation to to access, publish and control content via its Web interface and Fork
final distribution.
According to Primestream, automation platform. The soluVice Media needed a MAM solu- tion has also allowed Vice Media’s
tion that is able to integrate with production teams to manage the
its existing workflows, which distribution of content to multiple
features many third-party systems platforms and screens.
“Primestream’s software inte
for non-linear editing, production
management systems, archival grates the capture, production,
and delivery functionalities. More management and delivery of assets
importantly, the solution has to while offering single and multi-site
support its editorial and delivery operations global access to their
workflows while addressing Vice content and workflows,” Lisman
Media’s growth plans for more continues. “We’re able to deliver
and integrate the content into the
digital distribution.
Robert Lisman, director of workflow, whether the content is
marketing for Primestream, ex- coming from an old videotape,
plains: “We’ve seen a huge effort to social media source, or broadcast
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quality IP.”
Beyond the efficiencies that IP
might bring forth, he points out
that another factor benefiting production workflow is the concept of
virtualisation. “Virtualisation is a
concept that can be applied across
many parts of a broadcaster’s solution, whether it is the people who
are virtualised across locations,
or whether it is servers or systems
virtualised to improve redundancy and simplify management.
“All of these changes can benefit from integration with IP-based
technologies, including baseline
connectivity and video-over-IP
— accessibility over Internet protocols is key.”
Vizrt’s Coniglio agrees with
Lisman’s point on building better
production workflows through
the implementation of IP and
virtualised technologies, and adds:
“Where IP and virtualisation get
interesting is when they can help
media companies to create and
distribute content more efficiently.
“For the most part, on-premises production is still more efficient
for most operators, given the size
of HD content and cost of bandwidth, but this will change over
time. Today, IP and virtualisation
have the potential to reduce costs,
as software can be moved to a
common platform.”
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Telstra’s NetCam technology delivers
immersive POV experience for tennis fans
A professional tennis tournament
held annually at the end of the
season for the top-ranked players
on the Women’s Tennis Association
(WTA) tour, the 2017 edition of the
WTA Finals slammed itself into the
hearts of fans at the Singapore Indoor Stadium from October 22-29.
For others watching at home,
the experience was no less engaging, as Telstra’s NetCam was
deployed on each side of the tennis net to deliver audiences with
a panorama of the court during
matches.
Declaring NetCam to be a
game-changer in delivering a more
immersive broadcast experience
for tennis fans around the world,
Trevor Boal, head of Telstra Broad-

Telstra’s NetCam,
a bespoke camera
based on Globecam,
a live, point-of-view
(POV) miniature
camera technology,
was deployed at the
2017 BNP Paribas WTA
Finals in Singapore
in October this year,
a “world first” for
women’s competitive
tennis.

cast Services, told APB: “NetCam
is the next evolution of Telstra’s
industry-leading Globecam technology, a live, point-of-view (POV)
miniature camera technology.
“NetCam is a bespoke camera
that uses the latest in low latency
digital link technology to receive
and transmit live content right
from the field-of-play. The camera
lens can be customised to capture
live footage across different situations and environments.”
As to why NetCam was chosen
to deliver a major tennis tournament — a “world first” for women’s
competitive tennis — Boal explained that it meets the specific

competitive tennis requirements,
where the camera needs to be
small enough to be discreetly deployed on each side of the tennis
net while having the capability to
capture a panorama of the court.
NetCam, which supports full
HD 1080i/50i, is equipped with full
remote camera control for colour
and exposure, as well as digital
pan/tilt for image framing adjustment. Telstra is also continuing to
explore the possibility of supporting
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) and IP-based
connections in a miniature camera
environment, Boal revealed.
While the WTA Finals is the first
time that NetCam has been de-

ployed during a competitive tennis
tournament, Globecam has been
widely deployed at major sporting events across Asia-Pacific, the
Middle East, Europe and the Americas. He elaborated: “The technology has been used in broadcasts of
the Natwest Blast T20 in England
for Sky Sports, Pro 12 Rugby in
Ireland for TG4 Indian Premier
League, all codes of football in Australia and even sky diving, as well as
by global broadcaster Fox Sports.”
Perhaps, above all, Globecam
and NetCam represent Telstra’s continuing commitment to innovations
that will enhance the broadcast
experience for sports and beyond.

“Expanding Telstra’s presence in
the professional media market is
a key priority and we are investing
heavily to bring the best solutions
and technology to market for our
broadcast customers,” Boal added.
One example is the Distributed
Production Network (DPN), which
was launched earlier this year to
help Telstra’s broadcast customers
meet the rapidly growing demand
for live content by offering access to
Telstra’s high-capacity, low-latency,
multi-tenant network of scale.
“Telstra’s DPN is the next evolution of live sports broadcasting,
with Fox Sports signing a longterm network partnership with
Telstra to produce live broadcasts
at a distance from the actual
event,” said Boal. “DPN connects 29
sporting stadiums across regional
and metro Australia, and sends
multiple raw camera feeds, audio
and equipment control signals to
centralised production hubs. DPN
will play a pivotal role in satisfying audiences’ demand for live,
high-quality, content-rich sporting
coverage.”

Film on a shelf has no value …
With the help of Vintage
Cloud, media companies can
bring their film archives back
to life through digitisation, and
even monetise those assets
with the use of metadata.
All Vintage Cloud’s
solutions are built on the
Steenbeck film transport,
which has more than 60 years
of mechanical expertise.
Broadcasters and film
archives are struggling with the
fact that they need to transfer
their audio-visual treasures
before it is too late. Transfers
are traditionally undertaken
by Telecine hardware or data
scanners, both of which are
slow and costly. Broadcasters
estimate that they are looking
at a 25-40-year timespan in
order to complete this task.
There is a belief that after
the decision to digitise film
archives has been made, the
transfer period should not
exceed a five-year period, due
to the complexity of migrating
digital formats in the future.
Vintage Cloud has spent
several years investigating
film archive needs, testing
equipment and building
workflows to do the job. As
there were no specialised

equipment available in the
market previously, Vintage
Cloud decided to build the first
truly dedicated film archive
digitisation system.
Collaborating with Technical
University of Denmark (DTU),
Vintage Cloud developed a
new super-efficient light source.
Together, the developers created
a sensor fast enough to
transfer moving images
at the highest quality.
Finally, the
developers also
improved the stability of
the Grand Master of film
transport — Steenbeck,
with more than 60
years of timeproved safe film
handling, fast yet
gentle.
Peter Englesson,
CEO of Vintage
Cloud, co-founded the
company in Copenhagen,
Denmark, and went on to
acquire the brand name
of the renowned good
old film days Steenbeck
Company. As a graduate of
the Swedish National Film
School, Englesson went on
and had a long-standing career
in the film industry as a film and

sound editor in several European
countries.
Under Englesson’s guidance,
Vintage Cloud has become
one of the world leaders in the
technologies required to ensure
the fast and safe digitisation of
valuable film archives.
Vintage Cloud’s goal is to help
media companies to quickly and
easily monetise their assets by

making them more accessible
with tools that are cost-effective,
innovative and intuitive, and
designed for the delicate task.
With Vintage Cloud
Steenbeck, the speed of
transferring film archives has
been radically improved. It is easy
to use, it is fast and it is safe and,
not to forget, very cost-effective.
Media companies’ film footage
never looked better this fast.
In Asia-Pacific, Vintage
Cloud is represented exclusively
by Cine Equipment, its AsiaPacific distributor. Established
in 1995, Cine Equipment is a
one-stop shop for film and
lighting equipment in
South-east Asia.
Over the years,
the company
and its subsidiaries
in Malaysia, Australia,
Thailand, the Philippines
and Taiwan have become
known for their expertise and
foresight in the introduction
of the latest equipment into
the Asia-Pacific region.
In the new millennium,

Vintage Cloud’s Steenbeck digitiser is capable of digitising up to 4K/
Ultra HD (UHD) resolution at up to 60fps, while analysing the picture
quality of a scanned film master or proxy to examine out-of-focus,
dust/dirt level and film grain noise level.

Tng Siew Moi, managing director
of Cine Equipment: “Customers are
constantly looking for ways to save
costs while being able to monetise
their archives.”

Cine Equipment ventured
into the digital intermediate
market with the installation of
the ARRILASER and ARRISCAN
in Australia, New Zealand,
Thailand and the Philippines.
Commenting on the
partnership with Vintage
Cloud, Tng Siew Moi, managing
director of Cine Equipment,
said: “As the world moves
further into the age of
digitisation, customers are
constantly looking for ways
to save costs while being able
to monetise their archives.
As such, Cine Equipment
is pleased to announce its
partnership with Vintage Cloud
Steenbeck of Denmark.” q
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AJA’s RovoCam camera
system creates IMAG
workflow for Casa Loma
AJA’s RovoCam cameras
are helping Casa Loma,
a castle-turned-event
space in Toronto, Canada
to create a new workflow
centred on image
magnification (IMAG).

Owned by Liberty Entertainment Group (LEG),
Casa Loma is a castleturned-event space located in
Toronto, Canada.
Consisting of indoor and outdoor spaces suited
for private and corporate events, the facility houses a modern
A/V infrastructure connected via CAT 6 cabling. Each summer,
Casa Loma opens up its glass pavilion for a series of live concerts.
Ticketholders watch performances live from the pavilion, or view

Lawo KICKs off automated
audio mixing for Bundesliga

them on an LED video wall located outside.
To improve the quality of the on-screen
content, LEG turned to ESG Show Services
owner Wes Thuro and 4NR tech production
designer and manager Clark Graff to design
a new workflow centred on image magnification (IMAG). Graff brought in AJA RovoCam
cameras and RovoRx-HDMI receivers to
replace existing HD pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ)
cameras, which had become “increasingly
problematic” as rotating A/V crew members
would plug in the wrong RJ45 connection
and blow out the cameras.
Graff explained: “A certain degree of ope
rator error is expected when working with
transient crews, but RovoCam is foolproof;
it’s intuitive to set up and use. Its HDBaseT
interface makes it easy to get it right the first
time; there’s simply one cable, so you plug
in and you’re ready to go.”
Three RovoCams mounted to remote
pan-and-tilt heads located on the left, right
and centre of a support beam inside the
pavilion capture performances. Using an
AJA RovoRx-HDMI receiver and RovoControl
software, the A/V team controls the units
from the front of the house (FOH), where the

mixing control and lighting console reside.
Although each camera shoots 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD), the output is HD, with RovoControl’s
ePTZ functionality enabling IMAG. A region
of interest (ROI) frame is selected from the
4K/UHD raster and output through a Roland
switcher to a 20ft by 9ft LED video wall outside in 1080p, giving attendees a close-up
of the performers.
Graff shared: “The image quality that
the RovoCams capture is fantastic, especially
compared to other cameras on the market
that can cost three times as much and only
offer an HD image. I also know they will work,
and that’s what matters most, because you
don’t get second chances in a live setting
like this.
“I appreciate that the RovoCams are point
and shoot, and the convenience of HDBaseT
and a single cable is great; the camera is unlike anything out there.”
A fourth RovoCam sits in another Casa
Loma event space nearby, where it powers
IMAG for footage fed through four Christie
Projectors, which display close-ups of highprofile presenters on four sections of the
room’s walls.

Simplify your workflow
Lawo’s KICK software is supporting a new audio production system producing live football matches in
Germany.

The Bundesliga, Germany’s professional association football league, is now offering fans
a new sound experience in their living rooms.
DFL subsidiary Sportscast, which produces all Bundesliga and Bundesliga 2
matches, has launched an audio production
system, where live tracking data on players
is used to set the correct input levels for the
microphones used to record what is going
on in the field.
At the heart of the new system is Lawo’s
KICK software, which operates as the interface between the tracking data received and
the digital mixing consoles used. ChyronHego, which is responsible for generating the
official Bundesliga match data, provides the
necessary tracking data for the automated
system.
The approach taken by the new audio
production system lies in the networked
utilisation of data as a basis for automatic
audio mixing. This, according to Lawo, offers
“considerably better quality” than manual
audio mixing.
The Lawo KICK software uses tracking
data of the type that is now standard practice
in professional football and has previously
been mainly used for match statistics and
graphic analyses. Camera-based technology
generates real-time data in the stadium,
allowing the exact position of the 22 players,

referees and the ball to be tracked.
Using existing microphones, their positions on the edge of the field and their directional characteristics, the system determines
which microphone can best capture what is
happening on the field at any given time.
It then automatically sends the necessary
commands to the mixing console.
The sound engineer sitting in the broadcast van can use the automated mixing of the
field microphones in the overall mix and thus
has more leeway for enhancing the aesthetics
of the broadcast sound during the match.
The new audio production system supplies consistent results of a uniformly high
quality, giving viewers an entirely new sound
experience, said Tim Achberger, head of innovation and technology management at
Sportscast.
Philipp Lawo, CEO of Lawo, on the other
hand, described the start of the 2017/18
Bundelisga season as marking a milestone in
the quality of sports productions. “[DFL and
Sportscast] have assisted us in developing
the system from the seed idea right through
to the final product, and given us the opportunity of testing the system under real
production conditions,” he continued. “The
result of this partnership is a new groundbreaking product that will redefine workflows
in sports productions.”
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R&S Prismon now
Dolby-certified
Dolby Laboratories has successfully tested
and approved the Rhode & Schwarz
Prismon system for decoding Dolby Digital
Plus and Dolby E codecs. A software-based
monitoring and multiviewer solution,
R&S Prismon was evaluated for the
following features: Support of all defined
audio channel configurations up to 7.1;
Web brower user interface; input via ASI
transport stream; SDI, and display of Dolby
metadata.

G&D strengthens Asian
commitment

Frank Noelken, international sales manager,
G&D, with Samuel Chen, G&D’s new Taiwanbased sales agent.

Germany’s Guntermann & Drunck (G&D),
a provider of keyboard, video and mouse
(KVM) solutions, has named a new sales
agent in Taipei, Taiwan. According to G&D,
the appointment of Samuel Chen further
strengthens the company’s activities in Asia
and allows it to better meet the needs of
customers in the region. With immediate
effect, Chen will support the international
G&D team in providing partners and endcustomers with the consulting they require
to implement KVM applications.
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Amp up your brand
make viewers come
The final decision to make a consumer purchase frequently boils down to one
key factor — the brand that the product or service is associated with. While the
quality of the content still plays a key factor, broadcasters are finding it increasingly
important to build up the brand awareness of their channels and content in an
increasingly over-cluttered marketplace. Shawn Liew reports.

I

t is perhaps the worst-kept secret in
content consumption today: Because
of the sheer amount of choices offered
to viewers, they increasingly find it
insignificant who provides the content
— as long as it is the content they so desire. As a result, broadcasters are faced
with the increasingly difficult challenge
of making their content resonate with
their audiences.
Because there are so many different delivery platforms, it is vital
for broadcasters to make sure their
brand is associated with the content
at the point of consumption. Channel
branding, Drew Hahn, senior product
manager, ChyronHego, tells APB, can
provide that association. “Channel
branding is even more important in
a multi-platform world, where more
and more viewers consume content
in a non-linear and non-traditional
fashion,” he continues. “Promotion is
a big component of channel branding,
enabling one platform to promote
another through graphics.”
For Imagine Communications, the

concept of channel branding is to make
sure viewers identify the content and
service they are watching with specific branding perceived value. Mark
Senecal, VP product management, networking and playout, Imagine Communications, elaborates: “This creates
an attachment to the brand, which is
critical to maintain subscription and
make viewers return to see what other
content offerings are available.
“To maintain revenue stream, as
well as to grow it through word-ofmouth, it is critical for broadcasters to
appropriately brand their services not
only by core channel branding but also
the type of service — HD, 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD), on-demand or streaming.”
Channel branding is the key to how
people relate to the brand, and has
been re-defined in the multi-platform
world, suggests Aale Raza, director of
systems integrator Whiteway Systems.
For instance, what fits one screen may
not necessarily fit another — resolutions, aspect ratios and formats are all
different for each main device, or as he
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ChyronHego’s PRIME branding package, part of the
PRIME graphics platform, is a business branding
system designed to deliver efficiencies to operations,
engineering and management by combining branding
with a clips package for playout.

even more important in
a multi-platform world,
where more and more
viewers consume content
in a non-linear and nontraditional fashion.❞
— Drew Hahn
Senior Product Manager,
ChyronHego

identifies: TV, PC, handheld, mobile.
Raza describes: “Channel branding
is like the outer covering, or the skin of
the brand. It is therefore important that
four types of channel branding is in
place — one for each end-user device.”
He adds that, from a technical
standpoint, the long-form drama has
to be shortened “quite a bit” to fit the
viewing habits of the mobile viewer on
the move. “Similarly, channel branding
has to be such that it is suitable for the
viewer on-the-move and it has to fit the
mobile device in terms of size, aspect
ratio and video format,” Raza explains.
A critical element of channel
branding, says ChyronHego’s Hahn,
is the consistent application of the
brand within each screen, on top of the
consistent presentation of the brand on
every screen. “This allows consumers
to create the association between the
content they are watching and the
channel that is presenting it.”
ChyronHego’s PRIME graphics
platform, for example, is equipped
with an optional branding package
that brings “extraordinary flexibility”
to channel branding through features
designed specifically to retain viewers
and lower the total cost of ownership.
However, Hahn is quick to emphasise that the PRIME branding package,
part of the PRIME graphics platform,
is not a traditional channel branding
system, per se. Instead, it should be
seen as a business branding system
designed to deliver efficiencies to operations, engineering and management
by combining branding with a clips
package for playout.
Hahn continues: “The PRIME
branding package is a software-based
system that delivers many features
that have been traditional hardwaredependent, such as DVE, clips and
audio mixing. It is built to support
multiple software packages that can
operate simultaneously from a single
PRIME server.”
Channel branding can also be an
important tool for broadcasters to
promote upcoming shows, with little
to no complications, he adds. “It is now
easy to automate the channel brand-
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awareness to
back for more

Aale Raza, director of systems
integrator Whiteway Systems: Pay more
attention to channel branding, because
it may be the only way to make viewers
aware of your brand.

ing process through data-driven
workflows that increase consistency and eliminate the traditional
need for pre-production, saving
time and money.”
Have a clear idea of how to
execute each piece of channel

branding, suggests Imagine Communications’ Senecal. Branding,
he notes, can occur in many different ways: from simple logo and
bugs on the content — to identify
the content provider and the service — to slates and programme
advertising.
However, it is important to
never mix up branding, Senecal
cautions, explaining: “For example, if you are making an HD/
SD simulcast, you don’t want to
include HD branding on the SD
service. You should always make
sure you have playout systems that
can uniquely brand the content
and have rules to make sure they
remain unique.”
Imagine Communications,
he adds, is well positioned to
support an end-to-end workflow
from channel origination to final
distribution for linear and multiscreen, enabling content providers
to brand their content at various

points in their distribution chain,
depending on their needs.
Specifically, the Versio integrated playout solution manages
branding for playout across simul
cast content for all resolutions
and formats. The Selenio One
compression platform also allows
operators with additional regionalisation requirements to add in
bugs and logos for both linear and
multi-screen platforms.
Pay more attention to channel
branding, because it may be the
only way to make viewers aware
of your brand, advises Whiteway
Systems’ Raza. “Today’s viewer can
just watch what he wants, whenever he wants, for free. He also
does not care who produced the
content or where he is watching it.
Moreover, over-the-top (OTT) is
not even viable yet as an advertising platform, or at least not yet.”
Lamenting that broadcasters
are already getting “the worst end

Nexion+ Channelbrand is a mult-channel branding solution offered by Imagine
Communications. It combines integrated branding and video playback functions all
in a single, flexible platform.

❝It is critical for
broadcasters to
appropriately brand their
services not only by core
channel branding but also
the type of service – HD,
4K/Ultra HD (UHD), ondemand or streaming.❞
— Mark Senecal,
VP Product Management, Networking and Playout,
Imagine Communications
of the deal” in terms of spending
substantial sums of money on
production and transmission costs
(including on OTT systems), Raza
questioned if they can afford not to
create a higher brand awareness

for their content: “Broadcasters
are so caught up in trying to get
their OTT strategies right, that
they simply do not pay enough
attention to issues such as channel
branding.”

Irdeto extends security partnership with Foxtel
Australian pay-TV operator Foxtel will be
deploying the Irdeto Cloaked CA (conditional
access) system across its latest fleet of set-top
boxes (STBs). Irdeto will also secure the distribution of content across devices supported by
Foxtel’s streaming service, Foxtel Now.
With its Foxtel Now streaming service and
fleet of advanced STBs, Foxtel says it is provid-

ing its subscribers with the high-quality experience they desire. Irdeto Cloaked CA, Foxtel
added, enables the delivery of an improved
customer experience through faster channel
change times, increased security, reduced
logistical costs and reduced costs of satellite
bandwidth.
By expanding upon its security partner-

ship with Irdeto, Foxtel is able to focus on
continuing to innovate its offerings with the
peace-of-mind that its content is protected.
Mike Ivanchenko, group director, product
design and development, Foxtel, said: “Our innovative streaming services and STBs further
differentiate our offerings by providing our
subscribers with highly advanced features,

such as programme start-over and content
discovery, along with access to the best live
sports, new movies, new shows and complete
seasons, live and on demand.
“Our security partnership with Irdeto enables us to securely deliver all of this premium
content to our cable and satellite subscribers,
allowing us to focus on growing our business

Metadata holds valuable insights in
driving automation & machine learning
In the increasingly complex media
industry, metadata is emerging as
the new challenger for the title of
“king”, declared Steve Davis, general manager, Asia-Pacific Japan,
Ooyala.
Calling metadata the “brains
behind video”, Davis explained to
APB that metadata comprises information about all the elements that
make up a piece of video, enabling
media companies to increase revenue and reduce customer churn.
He said: “Combining datadriven video powered by smart
metadata under the cover of every
video asset, media companies are
able to deliver their content to the
viewers and understand the type
of content they are watching. More
importantly, they are able to use
that data to gain insights and learn

about viewers’ consumption of
videos, and go forward in making
smart recommendations for each
specific viewer.”
To enhance video production
and distribution, Ooyala developed
the Ooyala Flex media logistics
platform, which provides media
companies with “visibility” into
their video supply chain, and which
automates the production and
distribution of workflows.
Several types of metadata —
such as asset metadata, business
object metadata, temporal metadata, spatial metadata and event
metadata — are used to apply
actions against assets and business
objects such as locating, importing,
analysing and making decisions
about them. With Ooyala Flex,
operators are able to import, input,

manage, transform, analyse and
export all of these types of metadata, accessing them throughout
the workflow.
Bea Alonso, business development director, media logistics,
Ooyala, added: “A media logistics
platform like Ooyala Flex allows
operators to automate and collect
metadata from different sources,
combining and populating it into
a single source of truth.
“With its capabilities to automate and increase efficiencies by
managing the metadata centrally,
the metadata can then be linked
into consumption patterns. And
with the introduction of machine
learning that allows operators to
recognise speech, transcribe and
translate them before delivering
to different platforms, operators

Steve Davis, general manager, Asia-Pacific Japan,
Ooyala: “Metadata is like the brains behind video,
enabling media operators to learn about viewers’
consumption of video, and go forward to make
recommendations for each specific viewer.”

are able to save up to 70% of the
manual work that was done before
with metadata.”
While both Davis and Alonso
pointed out that media companies have yet to fully harness
the benefits metadata is able to
bring forth, Alonso stressed that
metadata is the fundamental link
that connects video, systems and
viewers together.
“Due to the shift in consumers’
consumption habits, the explo-

sion of content and consumption
platforms has made it almost unmanageable to track the metadata
and have the content delivered at
the right time,” Alonso concluded.
“To address the future of video
from concept to consumer, media
companies need to get smarter by
looking into ways to make their
metadata management more efficient with media logistics platform,
automation, machine learning and
auto-detection.”
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Cable infrastructures
broadcast
Whether based around copper
or fibre, broadcasters need
to ensure that their cable
infrastructure can support
multiple applications, including
IP transport and 4K/Ultra HD
transmission. Shawn Liew
writes more.

Newtec appoints Steve
Mills as global VP sales
Newtec is consolidating a fifth consecutive
year of growth with the appointment of
Steve Mills as global VP sales. The addition
of Mills to its management team, said
Newtec, demonstrates the company’s
continued expansion and increased revenue
across its core markets of broadcast,
consumer and enterprise VSAT and GovDef
— fuelled by high throughput satellite (HTS)
deployments. Prior to joining Newtec, Mills
was head of global sales and marketing,
secure communications at Airbus Defence
and Space.

CETel picks AfricaSat-1a
for VSAT services
Measat Satellite Systems has made a deal
with Central European Telecom Services
(CETel) to provide pan-African C-band VSAT
satellite services via the AfricaSat-1a satellite
at 46.0°E. Guido Neumann, managing
director of CETel, said: “AfricaSat-1a delivers
great coverage paired with powerful
beams that allows us to further expand
our portfolio.” CETel is a German provider
of managed end-to-end communications
solutions, and services global customers
from its teleport in Germany.
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T

he move towards IP connectivity, and the
more general trend to use fibre even for
SDI, has led the broadcast industry to adopt
another trend from the telecoms and IT
industries.
Identifying this as the use of structured
cabling, Chris Smeeton, managing director,
Argosy, tells APB: “Essentially, this is the use
of standardised, high-capacity data bearers
around a building or campus, with the use of
subsystems to provide specific capabilities.
Linked to this is the emergence of HDBaseT,
a new standard that has applications across
a broad range of applications.”
HDBaseT is a global standard for the
transmission of 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) video
and audio, Ethernet, controls, USB and
up to 100W of power over a single, longdistance cable.
HDBaseT is managed and promoted
by the HDBastT Alliance, a not-for-profit
organisation established in 2010 by LG
Electronics, Samsung Electronics, Sony
Pictures Entertainment and Valens.
Smeeton continues: “For broadcast and
audio-visual use, HDBaseT is capable of
carrying high-resolution video — 8K is in
the roadmap — and audio, along with control and power over a single cable.
“Using copper, each link can be up to
100m long or even more. Our experience is
that 70m is perfectly practical for 4K/UHD.
Without it, cable lengths would be limited
to around 10m.”
To obtain that level of performance,

HDBaseT is a global standard for the transmission of 4K/Ultra HD video and audio, Ethernet,
controls, USB and up to 100W of power over a single, long-distance cable and can be deployed
in broadcast settings.

❝Broadcast systems designers need
to think about requirements for today
and tomorrow, and ensure that their
cable infrastructure — copper and
fibre — is adequate for all future
needs.❞
— Chris Smeeton, Managing Director, Argosy
however, Cat6 or Cat6a cabling is required, Smeeton advises, adding: “Like
all Ethernet cables, this uses a twisted
pair of copper strands, but it is subject
to much tighter constraints on crosstalk and needs to provide consistent
performance up to 500MHz.”
While acknowledging that Cat6a
is compatible with Cat5e and even
Cat3 Ethernet cabling, he suggests
that it “makes sense” to use the highest
specification cable when installing or
replacing copper.
With HDBaseT, its versatility allows large numbers of streams to be
carried down a common network, for
instance, to feed very large monitor
walls, says Smeeton, who also sees

❝While the company’s slogan
is ‘Fibre First’, MultiDyne, at its
core, is a transport company… As
the industry transitions to IP, we
are in a strong position to help
customers making that transition
as 10G IP will move over fibre.❞
— Frank Jachetta, President, MultiDyne
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MultiDyne is one of the few Certified opticalCON
Assembler (COCA) for Neutrik opticalCON fibre cables, and
has also received training and approval to assemble Lemo
tactical fibre cables in-house.

an accelerated move to fibre, which offers resolution independence and long
cable runs. He elaborates: “For outside
broadcast work, SMPTE hybrid is taking over, because it offers simple rigging,
is pretty tough and runs as far as 5km
without needing repeaters.
“Inside the broadcast or production
base, the trend seems to be towards
single-mode fibres for video circuits,
with multi-mode fibre gaining ground
where there is a need to carry a lot of
audio circuits.”
All of these developments, Smeeton
emphasises, means that broadcast
systems designers need to think about
requirements for today and tomorrow,
and ensure that their cable infrastructure
— copper and fibre — is adequate for all
future needs. “Suitable cables are readily
available, but ensure you talk to a cable
specialist to make the right choices for
your project,” he concludes.
One company that is focusing heavily
on fibre is US-headquartered MultiDyne,
particularly with the launch of a specialised Fibre Lab in April this year.
Located at the company headquarters
in Hauppauge, New York, the Fibre Lab
represents a natural progression for
MultiDyne, according to Frank Jachetta,
president of MultiDyne. “We are able to
reduce costs, increase quality control,
develop custom applications for less
common terminations, and offer more
complete fibre solutions for customers
worldwide that cover the entire broadcast and production chain.”
He is also quick to point out that
MultiDyne is one of the few Certified
opticalCON Assembler (COCA) for
Neutrik opticalCON fibre cables. With
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connect key
applications
all assembly happening in the
MultiDyne Fibre Lab, customers
now have the option of purchasing
all components of a complete fibre
transport solution directly from
MultiDyne, through its global
dealer network, or simply purchasing new opticalCON cables
to upgrade existing fibre systems.
In addition to joining
the Neutrik COCA network,
MultiDyne has also received training and approval to assemble
Lemo tactical fibre cables inhouse. “As we already have many
Lemo connectors integrated into
our fibre transport and conversion
products, offering Lemo cables is
another attractive accessory for
our customers,” explains Jachetta,
who is keen to highlight that while
the company’s slogan is ‘Fibre
First’, MultiDyne, at its core, is a
transport company.
Predicting that IP will almost
exclusively travel on fibre to support higher data rates, he says:
“As the industry transitions to IP,
we are in a strong position to help
customers making that transition
as 10G IP will move over fibre.”
However, MultiDyne does

expect different applications to
make the transition to IP at different times. For example, news
acquisition will be among the last
applications to fully migrate to
IP, suggests Jachetta. “However,
we are prepared to make IP solutions integrate into the base of our
Silverback CameraBack systems,”
he adds. “This becomes almost
a conversion point in a hybrid
baseband/IP world.”
MultiDyne also offers rugged
field fibre transport systems such
as BullDog or LightBox, which can
serve as network appliances for
multi-point IP transport, in addition to its curent point-to-point
missions for fibre transport.
“[IP] is an evolution that we are
well prepared to adapt to moving
forward, and an opportunity for
broadcasters for whom we can offer guidance and support as they
make the decision,” says Jachetta.
And while the transition to IP
is ongoing, there is still support for
SDI, including as a transmission
platform for 4K/UHD. 12G-SDI,
says Canare, a manufacturer of
cables and connectors, has the
ability to transmit eight times the

amount of bandwidth in HD-SDI
(2K, 1080i) and four times the
bandwidth in 3G-SDI (2K, 1080p).
The standard, Canare adds,
also specifies cables, connectors
and return losses of cables used
for transmission — that is, coaxial
cables with characteristic impedance of 75Ω, connectors of 75Ω
BNC (Bayonet Neill-Concelman),
and return loss of 4dB or more in
the entire transmission path.
The company also sees strong
market demand for conventional
coaxial cables and BNC connectors able to transmit over distances
up to 100m even in bandwidth
for 12G-SDI signals. Previously,
Canare offered the L-5CFB coaxial
cable, which is capable of transmitting HD-SDI and 3G-SDI signals
over 100m. However, the distance
over which the L-5CFB can transmit 12G-SDI signals is limited to
around 68m, prompting Canare to
develop the L-5.5CUHD.
The new coaxial cable is capable of transmitting 12G-SDI
signals over distances of 100m
or more, while having the same
7.7mm diameter as the L-5CFB.
According to Canare, many us-

Canare’s 12G-SDI portfolio
supporting 4K/Ultra HD
transmission includes a
combination of cables, BNC
plugs and BNC PCB mount
receptacles. The L-5.5CUHD
coaxial cable, for example,
is capable of transmitting
12G-SDI signals over distances
of 100m or more.

ers have the misconception that
the obvious solution to increase
transmission distance, while reducing attenuation, is to make
the cable thicker. Dispelling this
notion, Canare says, other paramaters are more important. These
include characteristic impedance,
cut-off frequency and mechanical
strength, among others, which the
L-5.5CUHD is built to address.
The company claims that the
L-5.5CUHD has the lowest attenuation among coaxial cables of the
same size available in the market,
while two other coaxial cables of
different thickness will also be
available in the same series as the
L-5.5CUHD.
Canare cites research which
shows that there is a high demand
for cables that are thin and easier
to use in short-distance transmission mainly on racks and can be
connected to DIN1.0/2.3 connectors; and for cables that allow
transmission over long distances
of more than 100m.
This led to the development of
the L.3.3CUHD and L-8CUHD
cables. The L-3.3CUHD is a thin,
short-distance transmission cable

Koreasat-5A successfully launched
South Korean satellite operator KT Sat has successfully
launched the Koreasat-5A satellite, which moved into geostationary orbit on 12 November 2017.
A broadcasting and communications satellite located at
the 113° East orbital location, Koreasat-5A will commence
full operation next year. The first South Korean satellite
to be launched by SpaceX, Koreasat-5A is equipped with
global coverage that can provide services to the Philippines,
Indochina and the Middle East, in addition to the Korean
Peninsula.
Also equipped with a Ku-band steerable beam, Koreasat-5A
is the second satellite to be launched by KT Sat this year, following the successful launch of Koreasat-7 last May. The expanded global coverage offered by Koreasat-5A and Koreasat-7,
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said KT Sat, will allow the company to advance into the
global satellite market, and build on previous success.
One customer who will be served by Koreasat-5A is
Mongolian satellite TV operator DDISH TV, who signed a
transponder lease contract with KT Sat in 2016. With a longterm contract for the use of four satellite transponder units
for 17 years, Koreasat-5A will provide satellite broadcast
services throughout Mongolia.
Hahn Won-sic, CEO of KT Sat, said: “Koreasat-5A secured
service areas encompassing Indochina and the Middle East,
and has a global maritime communication-dedicated beam,
which makes it a resource optimised for global satellite communication and maritime satellite IoT (Internet of Things).
“KT Sat will become a leading global satellite ICT ope

with a small external diameter of
only 5.5mm, which is intended to
transmit 12G-SDI signals over distances of 60m. The L-8CUHD, on
the other hand, is a long-distance
transmission cable with an external diameter of 11.1mm, which
is designed to transmit 12G-SDI
signals over distances of 140m.
However, Canare cautions that
even if the performance of coaxial
cables is improved, degradation
will still occur at the entrance and
exit of signals if the connectors
on their edges do not match each
other. To ensure this does not
happen, Canare has developed
dedicated BNC plugs and receptacle connectors that allow 12GHz
signals to be transmitted.
For instance, Canare’s BCN
plug offers a return loss of 15dB
@12GHz, 26dB@3GHz and
20dB@6GHz. It offers the same
features as Canare’s BNC connectors, such as a long sleeve shape
and an insulator lock mechanism.
The BNC plug’s structure, Canare
explains, was designed to minimise changes in the inner diameter
that may occur due to deflection of
the outer contact.

The Koreasat-5A satellite
was successfully launched
in October this year, and
will allow KT Sat to offer
services to the
Philippines, Indochina
and the Middle East,
in addition to the
Korean Peninsula.

rator with its optimal satellite resources and excellent human resources. We will construct an IoT satellite, as well as
a ubiquitous communication environment related to 5G
ground infrastructure.”
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PCCW Global unveils
Online Cloud Connect
PCCW Global has launched the Online
Cloud Connect service that provides
connectivity to Microsoft Azure. The
network-as-a-service product is designed
to leverage the capabilities of PCCW
Gloval’s software defined network (SDN)
while extending the MPLS (multi-protocol
label switching) network service to both
Microsoft Azure and Microsoft Office
365. The Online Cloud Connect service is
extending its online ordering and automatic
provisioning capabilities to include other
public cloud service providers.

SportsFix launches
with Accedo One
SportsFix, a sports content provider owned
by SF Media Holdings, a subsidiary of Total
Sports Asia (TSA), has unveiled its OTT
sports live streaming service in ASEAN.
Launched using Accedo One Insight to
analyse usage and engagement metrics,
SportsFix offers both live and VoD content
which users can access via mobile and
mobile Web. Carl Kirchhoff (left, with
Marcus Luer of TSA), CEO of SportsFix,
said: “Accedo’s platform and excellent team
helped us launch in record time ... and will
allow us to roll out localised services in
ASEAN by 2018.”
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TV Everywhere
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Bright lights, billboards and multiple digital displays can be seen almost everywhere at New York City’s Times Square. Dubbed the crossroads
of the world, Times Square is a major commercial intersection, tourist destination, entertainment centre and neighbourhood in the Midtown
Manhantten section of New York City at the junction of Broadway and Seventh Avenue.

The infinite use of
digital signage
In places such as corporate organisations, airports, sports venues and even
along roadsides, digital signage provides accurate and informative messages to
targeted audiences. Josephine Tan elaborates on how these electronic displays
can be used to deliver customised live sports action beyond sports broadcasting,
or as an advertising and marketing method in reaching out to the general public.

A

wareness, consciousness and recognition
are some of the key elements that can
attribute to the success of a marketing
campaign.
Due to the advancements technologies
has brought forth, companies are now able
to obtain and utilise metadata to better
strategise and market their products and
services. By leveraging data analytics and
digital technologies, these companies will
be able to deliver personalised messages
and product offerings directly to their
targeted audiences.
However, in reaching out to mass
audiences, the approach of using digital
signage is one effective communication
medium to empower companies to build
their brand awareness and convey the
brand’s message. Using these electronic
displays as an advertising tool, companies
not only reach out to its niche targeted
audiences, but also to the general public.
For instance, Burger King Singapore,
a fast-food hamburger chain, has collaborated with Mediacorp OOH Media, the
outdoor advertising arm of Singapore terrestrial broadcaster Mediacorp, to launch

a marketing campaign promoting
Burger King Stackers.
The concept of Burger King Stackers is to fulfil consumers’ dream of
stacking a burger as high as they wish
by adding extra patties or cheese. By
keeping the cost of patties to a minimum, Burger King Singapore aims to
provide food lovers with the opportunity to create a burger they have always
desired for.
As part of Burger King Singapore’s
BK Stackers campaign, one of OOH
Media’s six-sheet creative panel was
redesigned to feature a towering stack
of patties within a burger.
By incorporating a built-in game,
the panel is intended to encourage
engagement from commuters. The
column of lights on the left of the panel
will light up in series from bottom up
and vice versa. The aim of the game is
for commuters to hit the button when
the light reaches the top of the light bar.
Upon each successful try, the winner will be awarded with a voucher
that will be dispensed from the panel.

The voucher consists of free additional
patties and slices of cheese upon any
purchase of a BK Stacker, which serves
to drive commuters to Burger King
outlets.
Kym Lee, marketing manager,
Burger King Singapore, says: “Outof-home engagement is vital in this
campaign due to the Instagram-able,
engaging and fun nature of the stackers. The line-by-line installation plays
with hitting the target at the top of
the burger, driving sublime desire for
height.”
The campaign took place throughout last month, with the panel located
at Midpoint Orchard, reaching out to
the masses along Orchard Road, which
is one of Singapore’s busiest shopping
districts. Besides, the panel was also
situated near to the outlets to create
path-to-purchase, thus urging top-ofmind recall for the brand.
Henry Goh, head of OOH Media,
adds: “Fun interactive executions such
as this demonstrates to advertisers the
flexibility of outdoor media, and its
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ability to create engaging experiences that leave a deep impression
on the audiences.
“In the case of BK Stackers,
our panels turned into a simple yet
hands-on game for commuters,
bringing the brand and the burger
stacking experience closer to the
audiences.”
While traditional digital signage
systems display simple, static textand graphic-based information,
there is an increasing number of
advertisers demanding more engaging content, such as animations, live
TV and video, and scrolling of news
feeds, Jamie Hind, regional director,
Asia at Exterity, points out.
He tells APB: “In today’s highly
interactive world, being able to
deliver content faster and in a more
immersive way is fundamental, and
digital signage provides benefits to
a variety of industries looking to
offer next-generation advertising
that resonate with specific target audiences at the right time and place.
“The latest [digital signage] trend
we are seeing is the requirement
for HTML pages and social media
integration, which provides a more
engaging experience. In addition,
digital signage systems are enhanced
further by the use of higher definition screens — up to 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) — which are able to display
full motion video along with stereo
sound, to better capture the attention of commuters, thus providing
an immersive experience.”
Beyond advertising usage, Hind
suggests that the possibilities of digital signage are “virtually endless”, as
the tool can be applied in a number
of industries that include corporate
and finance, education, hospitality,
as well as at stadiums and venues.
For corporate and financial
industries, digital signage can be
customised to ensure the content
is being displayed on the selected
screens for the targeted audience.
For example, screens in break-out
areas can be used to keep staff

updated with the latest training
courses and company’s news,
while reception screens can display welcome messages by the
relevant department for improved
accuracy, access control and team
involvement in an organisation.
As for the hospitality sectors,
Hind explains that the growth
in the global air passenger traffic has resulted in benefits to the
hospitality industry. He elaborates:
“With more travellers having more
options for accommodation than
ever before, hotels are recognising that they need to offer more
dynamic and timely information,
and entertainment services, in
order to continue attracting guests.
“Increasingly, hotels are using a
combination of digital signage and
IP video to achieve this, and are
turning a wide range of connected
devices into communication mediums while centrally controlling
the time, location and target audience, to display signage with TV,
video and guest-focused content in
reception areas, bars, restaurants,
lounges and meeting rooms.”
For stadium and venue appli
cations, Exterity was tasked to provide its IPTV technology to several
stadiums during the UEFA Euro
2016 football tournament held
in France. Four of the 10 hosting
stadiums deployed Exterity’s solution, facilitating the distribution
of content to TV displays in the
hospitality and VIP suites, as well
as the pressroom.
In addition to the live footage
shot during the game, the Exterity
system features built-in content
protection capabilities to enable
the venues to offer encrypted
football-related content from various TV channels.
Stade Pierre-Mauroy in Lille,
France, one of the new stadiums
built to run the UEFA Euro 2016,
has also installed the Exterity
solution.
A representative of Stade

As part of Burger King Singapore’s BK Stacker marketing campaign, one of
Mediacorp OOH Media’s six-sheet creative panel was redesigned to feature a
towering stack of patties within a burger.

The Leyard TWS Series
LED video wall display will be
deployed by NBC Olympics, a division
of the NBC Sports Group, for the production of the
2018 Winter Olympics, which will take place in PyeongChang, South Korea.

Pierre-Mauroy explains: “Stade
Pierre-Mauroy is a brand-new
stadium, and as such, we wanted to ensure that we provided
state-of-the-art experiences. To
achieve this, we produce and deliver tailored content to nearly 400
screens around the stadium, and
we wanted a system that would
help us offer the best experience
to all our visitors.
“By combining high quality
with centralised management, the
Exterity system enables us to easily
distribute the right content to the
right audience, and even facilitate
the delivery of multiple live event
feeds during busy times.”
According to Exterity, the
company’s systems were deployed
for use at more than 20 games during Euro 2016, and experienced
by over one million football fans
from around the world. The IP
video system enabled fans to watch
matches up-close, regardless of
their location within the venue,
while ensuring that the media can
also receive relevant footage to
prepare their commentary.
Similarly, at Philips Stadium,
home to Philips Sports Vereniging
(PSV) Eindhoven, one of the biggest football clubs in The Nether
lands, the venue is equipped
with Exterity’s IP video system
throughout the premises to provide visitors, fans and club staff a
“comprehensive in-stadium experience”. The deployment encompassed TV delivery to the Philips
Stadium, alongside training footage to the club and coaching staff.
Roy Smits, ICT manager at
Philips Stadium, says: “PSV Eindhoven is one of the biggest clubs
in The Netherlands. To keep our
place at the top table of European

football, we must have world-class
infrastructure, and that includes
our A/V coverage of the action
on the pitch.
“As part of our ongoing desire to offer premium services to
our fans, staff and international
visitors, we have worked with
Exterity, Intronics and Axians to
deploy the first large-scale IP video
installation in a stadium in The
Netherlands.”
The deployment delivers TV
content to 200 end-points around
the stadium via the existing IP
network. Exterity’s AvediaStream
encoders are used to encode footage from the stadium’s internal
media studio, as well as live match
footage from outside broadcast
(OB) vans. In addition, Exterity’s AvediaPlayer receivers are
installed to connect any TV screen
to the existing IP network.
Control of the system is managed by the Exterity AvediaServer,
an IP video management system
that also operates as the platform
upon which customised channels
can be created and tailored for
delivery to different end-points
in the venue. AvediaServer also
offers a video-on-demand (VoD)
catalogue that enables assets to be
played via custom-created channels, which can include graphics
from the media room.
Artio, Exterity’s IP video
middleware platform, is also employed to customise the viewing
experience in each business lounge
around the stadium, enabling
personalisation of the corporate
guests’ environment.
The flexibility of the system
was key in modernising the video
facilities across the stadium, Smits
claims. “It enables our stadium to
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control each screen individually
from one central point, ensuring that each piece of content is
delivered to the right end-point,
enabling staff, visitors or business
clients to watch the action that is
most relevant to them.
“The ability to access and
control all content centrally has
streamlined our video capabilities,
and the addition of the solution
means that we can now cater for
the modern-day football fan.”
Colin Farquhar, CEO at Exterity, concludes: “The deployment
means that the Philip Stadium can
now offer personalised content
to different areas throughout the
stadium, and even to the training facilities, enabling players
and coaches to improve their
skills and tactics. The scalability
and robustness of the Exterity
solutions also ensure that future
deployments will be easily catered
for, without impacting the current
deployment, thus enabling PSV
Eindhoven to continue to excel
among Europe’s footballing elite.”
Another LED video wall solutions provider, Leyard, has been
selected by NBC Olympics, a divi
sion of the NBC Sports Group, to
provide LED video walls for its
production of the 2018 Winter
Olympics, which will take place in
PyeongChang, South Korea, from
February 9-25.
Michael Sheehan, coordinating director, NBC Olympics,
comments: “We are excited about
the Leyard technology we will
be using for our coverage of the
PyeongChang Games. As was the
case with NBC Olympics’ coverage
of the 2016 Rio Olympics, Leyard’s
displays will help us take our scenic design to a higher level, both
visually and artistically.”
For the 2018 Winter Olympics,
Leyard will provide multiple TWS
Series LED video wall displays for
NBC’s broadcast sets.
Featuring a 27-inch diagonal
size, the Leyard TWS Series is
capable of delivering 16:9 aspect
ratio while supporting HD, 4K/
UHD and 8K resolutions. The
Leyard TWS Series can be fitted
in a broad range of fine pitch
broadcast environments, including convex curved or traditional
video wall in large or small spaces.
Adam Schmidt, executive vicepresident of sales and marketing,
Leyard, concludes: “We are thrilled
to be selected by NBC Olympics
for its coverage of the 2018 Winter
Games. Leyard video walls will
provide a dynamic visual backdrop
to NBC’s coverage.”

While traditional digital signage systems display simple, static textand graphic-based information, there is an increasing number of
advertisers demanding more engaging content, such as animations,
live TV and video, and scrolling of news feeds.
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A new force for business success
More often than not, we are struggling so much
with day-to-day activities we miss the obvious.
Many of us create dashboards to carefully
watch certain activities within our businesses.
These dashboards are typically updated
monthly or quarterly for management review
meetings. In some cases, dashboards are close
to real time, so certain activities can be watched
and scrutinised instantly.
People who need to make decisions love
data; for that matter, we all love data to help
steer us in the proper direction. The skilled
executive knows how to weigh the balance
between too much or too little data versus to
wait or jump in and finalise a direction. With
all this talk about artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning (ML), does it make this
decision versus time process easier or harder?
AI conjures up thoughts of robots taking
over the world. However, in reality, it helps us
sift through huge data sets to correlate or find a
specific trend or usage requirement. As people,
we provided the data sources and the output
requirements. AI is not new; think back to your
school days of curve fitting to find an equation
based on specific data points. The difference
now is big bata coming into the picture. There
is so much data and as mere mortals, even
with some computing power, we do not have
the resources to sift through the data. This
is where cloud comes in. By using hundreds
of thousands of nodes around the world,
the possible potential of raw data analysis is
more than just amazing — it is difficult to
comprehend.
Analysts and expert consultants are often

called in to provide more inputs into the
decision-making process. Will they be replaced
with AI? Certainly not. They know how to
“tease out” the necessary data for specific
requirements. This is exactly where people
come in.
We use ML and AI to understand some
specific trend, automate a task or find out what
we do not know, so we can have new inputs into
our day-to-day tasks. Ad-placement engines
are the perfect example of high computational
requirements based on a series of inputs. Years
ago these were pretty simple — ad length,
budget, audience and spot availability. AI
engines were created to correlate this to place
millions of spots every month. Now, with so
much personal data being collected and the
industry going beyond a one-to-many linear
model, ad placement is more complex and it
is cloud computational technology that makes
this work.
There are many more practical uses for AI
and ML for our industry beyond ad placement.
Start with some simple tasks you do monthly
or quarterly. This takes us back to dashboards:
Do you need to review all the dashboards, or
can you simply train a machine to know what
you are looking for? How do you correlate
between the different charts and graphs? Then
let the machine do the work and provide you
with the results. In many cases, you will be able
to automate these outputs to react and change
workflows automatically, or initially by flagging
you before the algorithm reacts.
Seems cool? It is. Does this put you out
of a job? Certainly not — this allows your

organisation to focus more on how to adapt
to changes, trends and needs rather than
focusing on day-to-day activities. The bottom
line is, we have been using various forms of
AI in our industry for years: ad placement,
archive, special effects, automation — even
adaptive algorithms in compression engines.
Now with the immense amount of computing
power available, AI can benefit every phase
of the content chain, from production and
post production to
management,
monetisation,
distribution
and delivery.
You need
to take the
leap and
learn how
to capitalise
on AI and
ML to grow your
business. T
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